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Fig. 1. Mask from clay pipe.

Fron Primitire Culture, by E. B. y]or, vol. ii., p. 400:

"Granted that archeology, leading the student's mind back to remotest known con tions

of human life, shows such life tco have been of unequivocally savage type.; granted that

rough-hewn flint hatchet, dug out from amidst the bones of mpmmoths ina-drift gravel-bed- to

lie on an ethnologist's w'riting table, is to him 'a very type of primitive culture, sinple yet

crafty, clumsy yet purposfUl, low in artistic level yet fairly started on tfie ascent toward highest

development-what thenO? f course the history and prehistory of man take their proper

places in the general scheme of knowledge. Of course'the doctrine of the world-long evolution

of civilization is one which philosophic minds will take up with eager interest, as a theme of

abstract science. But beyond this, such research has its practical side, as a source of power

detined to influence the course of modern ideas and actions. To establish a connection between

what.uncultured ancient mèn thought and did, what cultured modern men think and do, is not

a niatter of inapplicable theoretic knowledge, for it raises the issue, how far are-modern opinion

and conduct based on the strong ground of soundest modern knowledge, or how far only on

such knowledge as was available in the earlier and ruder itages of culture where their types

were'shaped. It has to be maintained that the earlier history of. man has its beari(g, almost

ignored as t t bearing has been by those whon it ought most stringently to effect, on some of
tlhe deepst #d most vital piints of our intellectual, industrial and social state......

"If survey the state of educated opinion, not within the limits of some special school,

but in the civilized world at large, on such subjects as relate to man, his intelUectual and moral
nature, his place aiid function anong his fellow nien and in the universe targe, we see exist-
ing side by side, as if of equal"'right, opihions 1post diverse irr real a ority. Some vouched
fór by direct and positive evidence, hold their ground as solid truths. O'thers, though founded
on crudest theories of the lpwer culture, have been.so modified under the influence of advanc-
ing knowledge, as to afford a satisfactory framework for recognized facts ; and positive science,
mindful of the origin of its own philosophic schemes, must admit the validity of' such a title.

Otherà, lastly, are opinions belonging properly to-lower intellectual levels, which have held their

place into the bigherv'by mere force of ancestral tradition; these are'survivals. Now it is the.
practical office of ethnograpiy to make known to all whom it maS concerŽthe tenure of opin-
ions in the public mind, t o show what is received ofl its own" direc évidence, what is ruder
anicient doctrine re-shaped to answer modern ends, and what is but time-honored superstition

in the garb of modern knowledge."

(1 P.M.)
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PRE FACE.

Many teachers and others without either time or opportunity to pernse the

nuierous works that have appeared. and are appearing, on the subject of primni-

tive life in America, and who are particularly lesirous to know somethi'ng about

the Indians of our own country, hâve frequently expressed the wish that such

information could be procured in a handy and condensed form. It is for the

purpose of supplying this want in a nodest way, that the following notes have

been prepared, and are now published by the courtesy of Dr. Ross, Minister of

Education.

It is not many years since ethnology had an existence, and still fewer ,since

A îtwas thought worthy of a name-now, both it and its sister science.archæology

are dignified with. professorships in the world's best universities; many of the

most profound thinkers ou both continents'are devoting their attention to race

proWoms, and, speaking generally, it is safe to say that intelligent people every-

where are more or less interested in all that relates to early man.

The little we kno ning aboriginal man in Ontario is gathered from

the writings of early t vellers and missionaries, eked out by what we can deduce

from the remains of hi work in the shape of'enibankments, mounds, ossuaries'

other burial places, village es, potteries, and various tools and weapons ofbone,

horn and stone.

It is deeply to be regretted that the observations of earliest writers seldom

penetrated beneath the surface-the modem scientific spirit had yet two or

three centuries to await its birth-and now we are reduced Jhe necessity of

wondering and surmising, instead of being able to build on certainties, although

it is un(loubted that much we could wish to know was unascertainable even by

those Buropeans who first came into contact with the natives.



Upon archoeological researches, therefore we must depend chietly or wholly

for any additional knowledge, and nuch has already been gained in this way.

The provincial collection at the Calnadian Institute contains majiy specimens that

show us tbe Indian's methods of workiing, his skill in manipulation, bis taste in

form and design, his patience and persistence, sometimes bis ingenuity. his

adaptive eye, his fertility ,in resources, the extent of his trade rMations, his war-

like spirit, his social status, his superstitious beliefs, bis love of finery, his respect

for the dead, and even his affection for his children.

Correspondence is solicited with readers in possession of£ information con-

cerning plàces connected with old-time Indian occupation:

Il uren~Iroquois skilL.



WHENCE CAME THE INDIANS ?*

As an introduction to thé following notes orn the ethnology and archeology
of Ontario it may not be inappropriate to devote a few pages to a consideration
of the much discussed subject-Whence came the Indians ? not for the purpose
of proposing any new theory; but simply to show the grounds on which claims
are based by those who hold this, that,-or the other view.

It is tolerably safe to assert that the greatmiajority of those who have given
the subject any consideration at all, believe the Americàn aborigines came from
Asia, by way of Bering strait. A smaller number think the migration came
along a more southerly course froi Japan, and others still, that many found
their way hither fron isfands of the Malaysian group to South America and
Mexico. On the other hand claims have beeri set up -for the opposite side of the
Old World as the source of population. Of these, one that has attracted much
attention is based on the fabled existence of the island Atlantis, between the
coasts of Africa and America, and one of the latest theories refers to a former
land-connection between northern Europe and Greenland, across which the origi-
nal discoverers of this continent fourid their way, Greenland itself being at that
time a portion of our mainland.

Those whQ have adopted the theory of an arctic "land-bridge," uniting
America with the Old World, either on one side or the other, claim tliat their
conclusions are based on sound geological data. So far as the Americo-Asiatic
limits are concerned there is really no necessity for any such supposition, although
one mar more readily concede its likelihood than in the case of the com-
paratively immense distance that separates the Greenland from the Norway of
to-day. In the former case an elevation of Bering's sea-bed to the extent of one,
hundred feet would form a land connection, while in the latter there would be
required an upward movement of not less than three thousand feet to unite
Norway, Iceland, Greenland and the continent of America. The sanie forces,
however, are as capable of perforining the greater as the lesser elevation, and it
is undoubted that in- past ages the land has risen and fallen in many places
tho-usands of feet..

But why should we be expected either to give rein to our imagination as to
the route by which man found his way to this continent, or to limit it as to the
number of his landing plades? Upholders of the various theories have, to their
own satisfaction, proved the possibility of voluntary and involuntary migrants
having reached Amnerica, overland and by way of both oceans, from places 7,000
or 8,000 miles apart, and as much as 3,000 miles by sea from their point of
departure.. Is there anything in reason to make us doubt that there' have been
two, four, eight, or more points of. arrival? On the contrary, is there not much

The aboriginal American, as we know him, with his language and legends, his physical and mental
peculiarities, his social observances and customs, is most emphatically a natîve and not an imported article.
He belongs to the A:merican continent as strictly as its opossums and 'armadillos, its maize and its golden-
rod, or any members of its aboriginal fauna and flora belong to it. In all probabilityhe came from the Old
World at.some ancient bperiod, whether pre-glacial or post-glacial, when it was possible to come by land ;
and here in all probability, until the arrivai otwhite men from Europe, he remained undisturbed by later
comers, unless the Eskimos may have been such. There is not a particle of evidence to suggest any con-
nection or intercourse between aboriginal America and Asia within any such period as the last twenty
thousand years, except in so far as there may perhaps now and then have been slight surges of Eskimo
tribes back and forth across Bering strait."-The Discovery of América, p. 20, by. bn Fiske, Boston and
New York, 1892. on
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that is actually suggestive of this possibility? Langitage lends no color to one
common origin, neither does physique. In manners and customs there was quite.
as much variance as could be found among similar savage peoples anywhere else
in the world. Tlieir resemblances to each other were human-not continental;
the natives were ,superstitious, vindietive and bloodthirsty, but even. in -these
characteristics there was nothing to indicate a single centre of distribution. A few
groups possessed the potentiality of advancement, but the majority were appar-
ently at a standstill, while some seemed to have become degraded from a former,
not very high condition.

It is quite true that all this may bave been brought about as the resuilt of

differentiation froin a comnion stock during a period extending from the ice age
to these davs, but it is at least quite as reasonable to suppose a variety of origins
as the cause of the variations. If we admit the possibility, even at long intervals,
of migrations or arrivals froni northern Asia; northern Europe, the Pacific
islands,* China, Japan, and even the mnythical Atlantis., ve shall meet with fewer
difflicultie in-our study of American ethnology than beset hiim vho attempts to
square ali bsfacts with one or other of the popular theories regarding the origin
of the Indian. It was surely inevitable that dùring the course of centuries inany
enforced voyages should bave lben made across both oceans to this continent.
Modern bravado has shown us how the passage across the Atlantic nay be acconi
plished in an open boat by one man. Leif Ericsen s voyage was more than
einulated by a crew that sailed in 1833 from Norwav to Chicago ini a large open
gallev constructed on the ancient Viking mnodel. Evervone knows of the 2,000 mile
voyage mnade b- Captain Bligh and his comipanions ini a siip's boat, wlen they
were sent adrift by the Bountv mutineers. A friend of îmy own accomplished
the diistance between York Factorv and Enrland in lourteen days, the vessel
nieasuring only sixtv tons, and being deeply laden with fish-oil. It is true that
in ail these instances, those in command knew where they were going, and except
in Bligh's case were accordingly well providel, but it is not at all inconceivable
that numerotus involuntary trips were made by coast natives across both oceans,
and, of course having reached America the voyagers were here to stay.

It is not impossible that Poiynesiai sea-rovers made occasional long voyages
along the coast of Asia establishing settlements, iembers of which ultinately
reached America from northern latitudes either by accident or design.t

However this mav be we are to-day no nearer a solution of the vexed ques-
tion as to the origin of the Indians than we were fiftv, or foui hundred years ago.

No reference has here been made to those who hold that the Indian had an
independent origin on this continent.. The opinion of Darwin and others on this
theory vwill be found in the quotation froa Dr. Brinton -following.

*In discussing the origin of the Maya Calendar, Prof. Cyrus Thomas writes: "Although the
references to the calendars in use among the Polynesians and Melanesians are brief and incomplete, and
generally confused from a lack on the part of. the writers of a correct knowledge of the system, yet, when
carefully studied, they seem-to furnish a clue to the origin of the Mexican and Central American calendars."
And again, "Be the -true explanation what it nay, the evidence we have presented of its relation to the
Polynesian calendar is too strong to be set aside as merely accidental . . . This, however, is not the
place to take up the discussion of the question of contact of the western coast tribes with the Polynesians,
except as related to the calendar." The Maya Year, p.58 and 64, by Cyrus Thomas, Washington Govern-
ment Printing Office,. 1894.

Prof. Thomas argues only for Pacific Island in.luence resulting from "contact," and the reasons he
offers are very strong. If we grant contact at any period sufficiently early to effect given results, we shall
find it difficult to avoid a conclusion which necessarily implies much more than the origin of ýthe Maya and
Mexican calendars.

tSince this was written I have met withgan article by Prof. Otis Tufton Mason, in the American
Anthropologist for July, 1894, in which he argues -very ingeniously for Malayo.Polynesian movements, of
long continuance to America, coast-wise along Asia. Quotations from Prof. Mason's paper are given in
what follows.



That the young student may here refresh his memory (or read for the first
time what has been said by a few leading writers) on this subject, two or three
brief extracts are given.

From Races of Man, by Oscar Peschel, P. 400, Appleton, New York, 1876.
"If the human species has peopled the world from a single centre of creation,

and if its cradle is not in America, the New World must have received its first
inhabitants fron the Old. When they entered the Western Continent they were
certainly still in a very barbarous state, although their language possessed the
rudiments of its future -character, and although they may have known how to
produce fire, and used bows and arrows. -We-cannot suppose that these immi-
grants made long voyages, but at most that they crossed Behring's straits. It.is
not impossible that the first migrations took place at a time when what is now
the channel of Behring's straits was occupied by an isthnus. The climnate of
those northern shores must then have been much milder than at the present day,
for no currents froin the frozen ocean could have penetrated into the Pacific.
That the severance of Asia from America was, geologically speaking, very nt
is shown by the fact that not only the straits but the sea which bears the name
of Behring is extraordinarily shallow, so much so indeed that whalers lie at anchor
in the niddle of it. But it is alwavs dangerous to relv on geological events
which theinselves require more accurate proof. We therefore prefer· to assume
that at the time at which the Asiatics passed over into America, Behring's straits
alrealdy possessed their present character. .

But the proof that the aborigines of America took this road consists in their
Mongoloid characters. . . In onlv one physical character some American
tribes (lifter fromu the Asiatie Mongols. A small snul) nose with a low bridge is
typical in the latter; whereas inI the hunting tribes of the United States, and
especially among the chiefs, we ncet with high noses. . It is known, n-ratoyer,
that the Mexicans and other civilized nati<ons of Central America represented the
faces of their gods with very prominent noses, so that sorme few individuals among
these also must have had this marked feature.* . . .
But a peculiarity which appears only locally and is not coinmon to all the
aborigines of the New World cannot be regarded as characteristic of race."†

Fron The American Rtce, bv Dr, D. G. Brintoù, p. 20. New York, N. D? C.
Hodges, 1891.

Probably the favorite theory at the present day is that the first inhabitants
of the New World came fromn northeasfern Asia, either by the Aleutian islands or
across Behring strait. -Concerning the Aleutian islands, we know -by the evi-
denée of language and archaology that they were first peopled from Ainerica and
not from Asia. Moreover, they are separated one from the other in places by
hundreds of miles of a peculiarly stormy and dangerous sea.' It is ofherwise
with Behring straits. From East Cape in Siberia one can see the American
shore, and when first explored the tribes on each side were in f requent communi-
cation. No doubt this had been going on for a long time, and thus they had

* Why "_some few ? " This is as purely gratuitous as is the expression " especially among the chiefs
in the preceding sentence.

t This " peculiarity which appears only locally" has, nevertheless, a very extensive range. It was
common among all the tribes on the Atlantic slope, and is frequently met with among the Ojibwas and the
plain Indians of ail tribes in Canada and the United States. If the statement were well founded it would,
even in its limited sense, detract considerably from Peschel's Mongoloid theory.

' The nearest of the Aleutian islands to Kamschatka is 253 miles distant. The explorer Behring found
the western Aleutians, those nearest the shore, uninhabited. See W. B. Dall, " Origin of the Innuit,"
pp. 96, -97, in Contributions to North Anerican Ethnology, völ. I., Washington'1877.



influenced each other in blood and culture. But so long as-we have any know-
ledge of the inovings at this point, they have been fromn Americainto Asia, the
Eskimos pushing their settlerments along the Asian coast./

It will be replied that we should look .to a period aepior to the Eskimos.
Any migration at that remote epoch is refuted by othericonsiderations. We know
that Siberia was not peopled till late in Neolithic time*, and what is more, that
the vicinity of the strait and the whole coast of Alaska were, till a very modern
geologic period, covered by enormous glaciers.which would- have prevented any
communication between the two continents.' These considerations reduce any
possible miigrations at this point to such as may have taken place long after
Amçrica, both north and south, possessed a wide-spread population.

The question which should be posed as preliminary to all such speculations
is. when did man first appear on this isolated continent

Dr. Brinton before answering this question discusses what is kiown as the
Great Ice Age during the Quaternary period, and then proceeds: '"Such facts as
these place it beyond doubt that man lived in both North and South America at
the close of the Glacial Age. It is not certain that this close was synchronous in
both the northern and southern hemispheres, nor that the American glacier was
contemporary with the Ice Age of Europe. The- able geologist, Mr. Croll, is of
opinion that there was a difference in time, the Ice Age of America was posterior
to t of Europe. In any case, the extreme antiquity of man in America is
pla5!d beyond cavil. Fie was here long before either northern Asia or the Poly-
nesian Islands were inhabited, as it is well known they were first populated in
Neolithie times.

-The question naturally arises, did he not originate upon this continent ? The
answer to this is given by Charles Darwin in his magistral statement. "Our pro-
genitors diverged from the catarrhine stock of the anthropoids; and the fact that
they belonged to this stock clearly shows that they inhabited the Old World."†t

We areobliged, therefore, to look for the original home of the Ainerican
glacial man elsewhere than in America. Some interesting geological facts throw
an unexpected light upon our investigations. I have already remarked that in
the various recent oscillations of the earth's crust, there occurred about the middle
and later glacial epoch an uplift of the northern continent and also of the
northern Atlantic basin. In the. opinion of Prof. James Geikie this ainounted to
a vertical elevation of three thousand feet above the present sea-level, and
resulted in establishing a continuous land connection between the higher latitudes
of the two continents, which remained uantU4 the post-glacial period.

Dr. Habenicht also recognizes this condition of affairs and.places it during
the1"old stone " age in Europ-e§ which corresponds to the position assigned it by
McGee.'

Citing other proofs of a geological character, Dr. Brinton says: " In con-
sequence of such facts, the most careful British geologists of tb-day hold that the
land communication, which certainly existed between Europe and North America

* The evidences of a vast ice-sheet once cov.ering the whole of East Cape are plainly visible. ' See Dr.
I. C. Rosse, Medical and -Anthropological Notes on Alaska, p. 29, Washington, 1883.

† The Dcâdent of Man, p. 155. Dr. Rudolph Hoernes, however,,has recently argued that the discovery
of such simian forms in the Amerian tertiary as the Anaptomorphus 'hownunculus, Cope, renders it proba-
ble that the anthropoid ancestor of man lived in North America. The Anaptomorphus was a lemur
rather than a monkey, and had a dentition very human in character.

~Quoted by .G. F. Wright in the Ice Age in Arnerica, p. 58f.
§ He further.shows that at that time both northern Russia and northern Siberia were .under water,

which would effectually dispose of any assumed migration t>y way of the latter.
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in Eocene times by way of Ice'and and Greenland, which was then a part of the
American continent, continued to exist through the Miocene and Pliocene-epochs.
This land bridge formed a barrier of sepa.ration between-the Aretie and Atlantic
oceans, so that the temperature of the higher latitudes was much n ilder than at
present."*

In a paper "On the Various Supposed Relations between the American and
Asian Races," read by Dr. Brinton before the Anthropological Congresî in Chicago,
even stronger expression is given by him in opposition to the Asiatic origin of
the American race. There is room here to quote only a few sentences. The
paper opens thus: "The isolation of the American race from the earliest pre-
historic times seems to have been so complete, that any. positive evidence that it
was perceptibly influenced in its development, either physical or psychical, by any
other race, is exceedingly scant, if it exists at all. As for myself, though cer-
tainly willing to welcome any clear testimony to such influence, I have been
unable to find any which will bear even slight examination ;" and with the follow-
ing pithy and unmistakable language he côncludes his paper, attet reviewing the

supposed relations " between the races in question: "I maintarn therefore, in
conclusion, that up to the present time there has not been a single dialect, not an
art nor an institution, not a myth or religious rite, not a domesticated plant or
animal, not a tool, weapon, game or symbol, in use in America at the time of the
discovery, which had been previously imported from Asia, or from any other n-
tinent of the Old World."t

t Prof. Otis Tufton Mason has recently written on this subject as follows:‡
There are two po'ssible routes from Asia to America, one of which las often been

discussed ; the other is, so far as I an aware, to be now for the'first time pro-
posed........

The route which I now propose-might have been nearly all the way by sea.
It could have been a continuously used route for centuries. Until interrupteçi
by later civilizations, it màight have bee'n travelled over for thousands of years.
It is absolutely along a great circle of the earth, the shortest and easiest highway
upon a globe."

In a foot-note he adds. -'I omit here the supposed route from Europe to
Greenland, because it demands certain geological changes. al] of which the writer
is now trying to avoid; also those lines straight hcross the parallels from Poly-
nesia, because the food supply was inadequate and for other reasons.

He then proceeds: "The Haida indians of British Columnbia annually voy-
age as many as five hundred miles southward to Puget Sourd, to lay. in a supply
ot dried clams and oysters for their own consumption and for trade.

"Let us imagine a company of their ancestors, ne matter how many centuries
ago, setting out fron the Ingian ocean in an open boat, no better than the one
they now employ, and governed by the same motives that have always and every-
where impelled men of trade.

*Peschel, already quoted, uses similar language when speaking of Bering strait. and both staternents
are open to grave doubt. It is generally understood that climatic'amelioration in high latitudes is effected
by means of ocean currents, and nothing can be plainer than that such currents would be checked by the
existence of "land bridges " between the continents as referred to. • Geikie, in The Great Ice Age, is plain
on this point; he says : "Were there no broad currents of warm water setting towards the north, from
which the cold, dry winds, on their descent to the sea level, might receive warmth and moisture, there is
good reason to believe that the temperature of the northern hemisphere would be greatly depressed, and
the cold of the Arctic regions might then equal.in intensity that of their antipodes." Much more to the
same effect follows in chapter VIII , Cause of Cosmical Changes of Climate, p. 112, et seq.

tMemoirs of the International Congress of Anthropology, p. 145 and p.'151, Chicago,.18S4.
Migration and the Food-Quest :'a Study in the Peophng of lAmerica." A merican Anthropologist, July,

1894. It is unfair to Prof. Mason to quote.from him in such piecemeal fashion. Those who are interested
should read the whole of his extremely interesting article.
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"In order to make the problem of their voyage as simple as possible, let us
not imagine any submergence of the ocean bed, nor any geological nor physio-
graphical changes, nor any accidents out of the daily human experience: We
may be allowed to restore to the waters and to the land such creatures as we know
to have been destroyed out of them in recent centuries by the exigencies of enor-
mously multiplied populationý. and the demands of modern commerce, but no
more. It will niake our inquiry nuch simpler if 'we have no experiences intro-
duced or imagined that any man may not repeat at bis leisure."

Prof. Mason then goes on most methodically and in the true scientific spirit,
to a consideration of the "Necessary Conditions," under the heads of food-suppl-t,
conveyance, currents and highways, winds and temperature, suggestions and
barriers, blood, social structure, language, arts, remains and historic evidence;
religion and folk-lore, and modern witnesses. These topics.are skilfully'and dis-
passionately handled, and with an amount of inlependetce and originality quite
refreshing. The following is the concluding paragraph under the head 6f Testi-
mony of Ethnographers and others: "Finally, I do not think that such cumula-
tive evidence is to be despised. All intelligent travellers are struck with the
similarities existing between our west coast Indians and existing ceastern Asiatics.
It is true that those who have noted these resemblances have resorted to absurd
theories to account for them; but false theory and good empiric results are not
incompatible. It is well known that our Eskimo have peopled a portion of north-
eastern Asia, following the dominating instinct for aliment and comfort. The
proposition I wish to defend'is that this close connection between the two con-
tinents has existed for thousands of years, during which the contact between
western America and eastern Asia was more and more close and extended and
unbroken as we proceed backward in time. Or, to put the matter in another
shape, there neverf was known to history a day when the two continents were
not intinatelv associated. The evidences of the past sei to confirm the opinion
that as we go backw ard in time the geographie conditions were more favorable and
the contact more.intimnate. In conclusion, the author bas not here undertaken to
do more than clear the way for a specific study of the civilizations of America and
those of the Indian ocean. He disclaims any reliance upon continents. that have
disappeared, upon voyages across the profound sea without food or motive, the
accidental stranding of j unks. or the aimless wandering of lost tribes. When the
continent of America was peopled, it was done.by men and woinen purposely
engaged in what all sensible people are now doing, hnely, trying to get allthe
enjoyment possible out of life for their efforts."

Tlere is much in this theory that is worthy of consideration, but it is not
wholly unobjectionable. It is undoub'ted that food-quest is the chief motive in
human migrations, as Prof. Mason assert-, and on this very account it is difficult
to explain why natives of the Malay.archipelago, people living where nature was
(and is) so lavish in her food supply, should travel so far to the north for the pur-
pose of improving their condition in. this respect.

Again, considerable stress is laid.by Mrt. Mason, on the statement that the
route of travel from the northeastern Indo-Malayan archipelago along the coasts
of Asia and America to the basin of the Columbia river, lies " along a great circle
of the earth," Modern navigators are fully aware of the advantages that arise
from following such a circle, but their knowledge is a deduction from science,
verified by experiment with the, aid of delicately constructed instruments.
Savage man might have pursued long voyages in pirogues and canoes over the
ocean for untold centuries witbout discovering the difference between taking a
direct cut and paddling over a great circle; Jndeed bis empiricism would cer-
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tainly have favored the former plan, had any doubt ever entered his mind, which,
it is needless to say, was an absolute improbabilIty. If it be merely intended to
assert that their line of route along-coasts forming a great circle gave the early
voyagers an unconscious advantage, even this *ould count for very little, as they
must have made deflections both to reach resfing places and to keep in view the
landmarks by which they were guided'.

It is not clear from Prof. Mason's article whether he pre-supposes the eastern'
coast of Mia to have been peopled during the early voyages of the Indo-Malays.
At all events, it either was, or it was not. If it was -not, then the adventurers
fron the south would take possession bit by' bif; until in the course of some
centuries they'reached Bering's straits. MegnWhife considerable differentiation
must have taken place, so much so, that by the time offshoots from these settle-
ments reached Ainerica, the variance between, then and the pioneer voyagers
would necessarily be very great, in lan'guage by natural laws, in manners and
customs as the result of changed enviropment. If, however, we are do under-
stand that, peopled or not peopled as this coast rnay have been, the pioneer
alventurers pursued continuous and consecutive voyages frôòn the Malayan
archipelago along the eastern coast ofAsia to the western eoast of North America,
we must hesitate before acknowledging either its probability or its possibility.

One more point iii Prof. Mason's paper mnay be consideretl. In his foot note,
which ha here been quoted; he avows bis intention of trying to avoid anything
tiat " deniands certain geological changes,» and elsewhere lie says "let us not
im1agine any submtergence of the ocea'n bed, nor any geological nor physiographi
eal chânges. nor any accid its oit of the laily human experience.", This is verv
gonl, but does he not over4>ok these conditions when lie writes, "The evidenées
of the past-seemn to confiri theopinion that as we go backward in tinme the geo-

raphlic conlitions were more favoratble and the contact more intimate
It is not easy to conceive of more favdrable geographic londitions, witliout

ome such corresponding/ geological o opr y idgraphical changes as he very pro-
perly objects to admit.

Prof. Mason's. theory is a novel and ingenious one, and opens up a wide field
for argument andl consideration.

Dr. Cyrus Thomas, in the last Report of the Bureau of Ethnology for 1890-91,
says: " The general tendency of the mnore recent opinions in regard to the peopl-
ing of the continent is that it was atleast partly from the Atlantic side. This is
shown by the fact that recent authorities, abandoning the niore 'enerally receive
theory that the original population came froni the Pacific side, a e inclinmed to look
to Europe as the original source." After. quoting fron Dr. Bri ton, who, as has
already been seen takes the latter view, Dr. Thomas savs: "D1. Horatio Hale is
inclined to substantially the saine view, though .soinewhat reserved. The theory
'does -not requirethe moulding process referred to, as the settlers, according.to his
belief, were of one race and received thereafter no intrusive element. .
It is highly probable that a 10ire thorough and comprehensive study of all the
data will show, as appears to be indicated by arch;eology that the truth lies
ketween these opposite views; in other words, vill lead to the conclusion that
the con.tinent was peopled from two sources, one p rt coming to the Atlantic coast,
the other to the Pacific side.'

()



ABORIGINES OF ONTARIO.

By far th e greater part of the. area w'itdin the limits of .-Ontario was
mcçupied by various tribes belonging to the Algonkian familV. Next in
point of territorial extent was the country ofthe Neuters, or Attiwandarons,
stretching along the north shore of Lake Erie. and last, but reall of
inost importance, though least in extent, of possessed country, were the
Hurons, whose doniain was within the snall aïir1rregularly quadrangular~penin-
sula lying between Nottawasaga bay and Laké Simcoe. This, at all events. was
the situation when French missionaries and trdúrs first penetrated to the grea.
lakes. but for how long previous it is impossilbi to say. As a result of Indian
warfare, whole tribes were often exterrminated.or absorbed, and their· country
re-occupied by others or left whollv' de'solate, within a comparatively ,few.ars.
In Ontario the Algonkins appear to have been, represented by, a f ew tribes Ïnd
bands in the Ottawa valley, about Lake Nipising, and along the north shores of
Huron and Superior.. East, south ,and nortlwest they were more numerous.
"They were Algonkins who greeted Jacques Cartier as his ships ascended the St.
Lawrence. The first British colonist found saages of the same race hunting and
fishing along the coasts and inlets of Virginis and, it was the daughter of an
Algonkin chief who interceded with her fath&r for the life of the adventurous
Englishman. They were Algonkins who . . . waged war against the Puri-
tans of New England. . . They were A1gonkins who, under the great tree
at Kensington, made the covenant with Willian Pnn; and when French Jésuits
and fur-traders explored the 'Wabash and the Ohio, they found their valleys
tenanted by the same far extended race. At gie present day the traveller, per-
chance, nay find them pitching their bark lodges along the beach at Mackinaw,
spearing fish among the rapids of St. Mary's, or skiinming the waves of Lake
Superior in their birch canoes.'*

The foregoing quotation suffices to 1how how widely spread were peQple of
this great fanily, but the opening sentence, if taken by itself, would lead us to
conclude that the Algonkins were the only Indians with whoni Cartier carne into
contact in 153ë. Such, however, is ne the general opinion. Dr. Horatio Hale
says: ".Cartier found Indians of the Huron-Iroquois stock at Hochelaga, and Stada-
cone, now the sites of Montreal and Quebec. Centuries before bis time, accord-
ing to the native tradition, the aecestors of the luron-Iroquois fâmily had dwelt
in this locality, or still further east "and nearer to the river's nouth. As their
numbers increased, dissensions arose. The hive swarmed, and band after band
moved off to the west and south."t This is a subject to which Dr. Hale has
devoted much attention, and in a paper prepared by himù for the World's Congress
of Anthropology;held in Chicago in 1893, he cites at length the traditions referred
to. which account for the movement of the Huron-Iroquois from their homes on
the St. Lawrence to the shores of Lake Huron.

Chief Mandorong," ôf the Wyandot Anderdon Reserve inl Essex county,he
says, "gave me an aceount of the origin of the war between the Hurons.and the
Iroquois, which caused his people to .leave their eastern abode. The· two com-

Parkman's Conspiracy of Pontiac, p. 29. t The ircquois Book of Rites, p. 11.



inunities were living near eacb other, beside the moûntain from which their
ancestors had issued.* .To prevent differences, the chiefs had forbi'dden
the people of the two tribes to intermarry. An Iroquois warrior at length trans-
gressed this interdict, and narried a Huron woman. She incurred his anger bv
somne misconduct, and was- killed by him. The chiefs of the two tribes held a
conference, and agreed that, as'she seemed to have merited ber fate, ber husband
should go unpunisbed. This decision, however, did fnot satisfv her kirmiien. One
of thei went secretly into the country of the Iroquois, and killed a manl of that
people. Thereupon a war arose between the two nations. Many conflicts took
place, in w-hich the Hurons genet-ally had the best. At last, however, by an act
of treaclhery, the Iroquois got possession of the Huron town during a time, vhen
the men were absent from -it, holding a council elsewhere, and killed all the
wvomen aiid children. When the Huron warriors returned and found their wives
and children massacred, their grief and wrath knew no bounds. They pursued
and overtook the mur derers (as the chief affirrned) and slew them to the last man.
They then quitted the moutain near Quebec, and scattered thenselves over the
eountry. This statement my be taken as sufficient evidence that what they had
suffered was really an overwhelming defeat... ... lie further said that the
mnisssionaries were in the country at the time of the final. dispersion, though not
at the beginning. of the war."t

Peter Doyentate Clarke, a half-breed Wyandot, says there are several acepunts
what led to the ennity between the Hurons and the Iroquois, and mentions

particularly the belief of sone, "that it,conmenced about-a Seneca maiden and a
chi'ef's son." Whatever the cause may have been, the.result was that those after-
wards known as Hurons and Wyandots left their abodes on the St..Lawrence and
set out westwards. Their course lay along the southern. shore of Lake Ontario,
and when they reached Niagara, Clarke says they remained there. some time
before "migrating northward to where the city of Toronto now stands." At
this point thev were still too near their Iroquois foe, and so removed to the shores
of the Georgian bay. Hale thus summarizes this part of Clarke's story : "Here
they found game abundant, and abode for many years. And here they were
joined by a band of their own, people, who had renained on the Ottawa river.
These doubtless composed that branch of the Huron nation which had separated
fron the Tionnontates on the overthrow of the Hochelagan dominion, and had
rétreated frona Montreal up the Ottawa riiver."

Dr. Hale is of opinion not only that the Hurons were the "older inembeis
of the group' known as the Iroquoian or Huron-Iroquois family, but that the
Tionnontates, or Tobacco Nation, were the oldest among the-clans.of the Hurons.

This stock," he says, "conprised the Hurons or Wyandots, the Attiwandarorks
or Neutral Nation, the lroquois, the Eries, the Andastes-or Conest;ogas, the Tus-
caroras, and some smaller bands. The- tribes of this family occupied a long,
irregular area of inland territory, stretching from C nada to North Carolina.

d The northern nations were all clustered about the Gr at Lakes. The southern
bands held the fertile vallevs bordering the bead-wates of the rivers which flowed
fron the Allegheny mountains. The languages of all these tribes showell a close
affinitv. There can be no doubt that their alicestors formed one body, and indeed
dwelt at one time (as bas been well said of the ancestors of the Indo-European p u-
lations) under one roof. There was a Huron-Iroquois family pair, from whic all

le * It is not an uncommon belief among primitive peoples that they originated from a hill, or ceme out of
the earth.

† The Fait of Hochelaga, by.Horatio Hale, in the Journal of American Folk-Lore, January-March, 1894.
- The Fall of Hochelaga, by H. Hale, in the AmericanJournal of Folk-Lore, p. 12,' for Jauary-

March, 1893.
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the;se tribes were descended. In what part of ,the world this ancestral household
resided is a question which admits of no replv,. except from the merest conjecture.
But the evidence of language, so far as it has yet been examined, seems to show
that the Huron-clans were the older members of the group; and the clear and
positive traditions of all the surviving tribes-Hurons, Iroquois and Toscaroras

point to the Lower -St. Lawrence as the earliest abode of the stock. *

It is probable that the Neuters or Attiwandarons were anmong the first to
leave the main body. Regarding their inovement thei e i not even- a tradition,
but their situation bevond the miost westerly of the Iroquois, and the fact that
they liad no share in the Iroquois-Huron feuds, point to' an earlier and whelly
independei@t n'iigration. It is known also that their langYage varied but- slightly
lifr tbat of the Hurons, wlieh. as we lhave seen, there is reasoni to regard as the
parent tongue, and the inference is that their separation must bave tken place
from the W'andot side of the in untaini dowIn l)y the sea, long beforo the great
disruption compelled- the older clans to seek-a refuge on the Georgiain bay:

After the exteiniiation of the Hurons and the Neutrs by the Iroquo s in
1649 and 16.50 respectively, the Ojibwas (of various tribes and clans) gradually
t6ok possession of the Ontario -peninsula forned bv -the Great. Lakes. The
Iroquois, ho'wever, did not reaup tis territory, according to the
current belief of the Ojibwas, by more than one of whom I have been assuri
that the claim was ultimately settled by a great battle, in which the Ir
were defeated, wlhen by solemn treaty both parties agreed to be at peace forever.

However thi. may be, it is well known 'that when Canada bectme British»
all the Indians with whomuu the'imperial and provincial governmtents had to deal
in what is now Ontario, were Algonkins.

SOCIAL CONDITIQN.

The every-day life of the Canadian Indian could not have been, on the whole,
an ideally happy.one. His wigwam or his longhouse was a poorly constructed
dwelling of boughs, bark and skins, affording but inadequate shelter frôrn
the elements. Food was no 'doubt- tolerably plentifui,† but as providence
was not one'of his châracteristics, he must have experienced many periods
of privation, especially during winter. The Hurons, 'indeed, are credited

with a measure of foresight. in laying up small quantitieA of corn in caches,
or holes in the ground ; but the more unsettled Algonkins to the north seen
to have depended wholly on the chase, and that only from day to day. In
seasons of cold and scarcity it must often have fared badly with the very
young, -the very old, and those who were unwell. Everything tended to
cut off the weaklings. The inost prevalent diseases were malarial fevers, inflam-

Iroquois Book of Rites, p. 10.
Parkman says, Jesuits of North America, page xxxi: "There was little game in the Huron country

and here, as among the Iroquou, the stalle of food was indian corn cooked without sait in a variety of
ways. each more odious than the last."

It is quite safe to discredit this statement regarding the scarcity of game in the Huron country, unless
during such exceptional seasons as occur in evéry untry. With luxuriant forests of maple,beechJm and
pine, an abundant supply of vater, wide stretches f fertile plain, and numerous glens in the upland section
known to us as the Blue mountains, it is iner le that, as a rule, " there was little game in the Huron
country.

Even the statement made by Gabriel Sagard one of the 4irst missionaries, that "meat was so rare with
us that we often passed six weeks and two whole months.without tasting a bit, unless a small piece' of dog,
bear. or fowl given to us at banquets.' offers no evidence in favor of Parkman's general declaration.

In the Neutral and Algonkin countries also, there was undoubtedly an abundance of game,
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mations, rheumatism, and affections of the eye. Toothache was not unknown,
judging from the presence of decayed teeth found in skulls. Perhaps indigestion
was a freqüent cause of trouble, taking into accoun't their practice of gorging
themselles when opportunity otfered.

Their clothing of skins was worn day and night as long as it was needful,
or until it fell to pieces. Cleanliness was not one of their virtues, and .we may
imagine their pleasure when the time arrived that enabled them to rove through
the woods free fron such incumbrances as hea.vy furs, snow-shoes, and even moc-
casins. Their summer garb Wvas scanty. The inen wore little beyond belts and
shoulder-straps towhich were attachedýtheir nedicine-bags, tobacco-pouches, pipes,
flint-knives and quivers. By way of decoration, one or more feathers in the hair, a
string of shell, bone, ôr stone beads, a gorget of blue slate, and sometimes ear-drops
of sheli or stone rendered them not only presentable but ready for the frayor for the
hunt. For -he former and for ceremonial purposes,however, they usually prepared
themselves with a liberal coat of paint.* This consisted of ûarths, charcoal, and
vegetable juices. So recently as 1747.(nearly one hundred years after their disper-
S al), Peter K'rghn mentions having seen at Quebec some tattoed Hurons of whom
hie says, "Many of themn have figu-res in the face, and on.the Whole body, which are
tained into the skin, so as to be indelible. These figures are commonly black;

some have a snake painted in each cheek, some have several crosses, some an
arroyV others the sun, or anything else their imagination' eals them to. They
have such figures likewise on the breast, thighs and other parts of the body."t

Besides fishing, hunting and fighting, the occupations of the men consisted in
building wig"u'-ins, making bark canoes, war-c1ubs, bows, arrows,flaked stone imple-
ments of vari,.: inds; axes or tomahawks, and chisels; (both now often referred
to as "skinners "), gouges, (so-called); pipes of clay an'd stone; shell and stone beads,
copper tools and weapons, snowshoes and all those curiously formed and well-
finished objects, which we call " ceremonials " or "eeremonial weapons."

To the women was allotted the. production of articles of dress, nets, lines,
mats, clay vessels, baskets, bone needles, and the preparation of skins for all pur-
poses. In addition to this, théy performed such simple agricultural operations as
were required in growing small quantities of maize, sunflowers, beans and pump-
kins -they assiste in skinning and cutting up the animals-as a matter of course,
pn them devolve the cooking, such as it was, and the pounding or braying of

e seeds, nuts, fruits and roots (which they also gathered) for use as food. On the
s march, or when making a portage, they had to carry their full share of. the im-

pedimenta, and this not unfrequently in addition to a papoose firmly strapped on
thfir shoulders.-

t *"They -likewise paint their faces red, blue, etc., and then they look. like the devil'himsel"-John
Megapolensis,- 1614. See Appendix K.

t They (the Hurons). practised tattooing, sometimnes covering the whole body with indelible devices.O When of such extent, the process was very severe; and though no murmur escape.d'the sufferer, he some-i- times died of the effects." Parkman, Jesuits in North America, page xxxiii. " in summer. the men (Neu-
ters) wore no clothing whatever, but were usually tattooed fron head to foot with charcoal." Id. page xlv.

The painfullness of the process is here mentioned, but no reference is made to the process itself, which
must have consisted in abrading. the skin with flint-flakes or shells, and- punctnring with-bone awls or
needles, after which the coloring matter was rubbed into the wounds. The sharp fin°spines of large fishof. may .also have been used. Tattooing, however, was so exceptional as té cause remark when observed.
Speaking of the Cenis, a tribe-on the Gulf of Mexico coast,- Parkman again says : ". they tattooed their

ss faces and same parts of their bodies, by pricking powdered charcoal into the skin. The women tattooedid the breasts, aind this practice was general among them, notwithstanding the pain of the operation, as it was>n thought very ornamental. "--LaSalle and the Discovery of the Great West, foot-note, page 417.
It is well kncwn also that the Indian women possessed the art of extracting bright red, blue, green

th and yellow dyes from vegetable substances-fruits and flowers chiefly-and it is yet practised among those
tribes that manufacture chip-baskets, grass-mats, and fancy artiéles requiring the use of pircupine quills.
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FOOD.
Ic

The food of the pre-historie Indiain consisted of fish, game, maize, other seeds the
of different kinds including nuts, small fruits like wild grapes and huckleberries,
and a varietv of ro)ts. ' Kahn 1efers to three of the last-mentioned known to the wh
Indians as,'Iopniss," "katniss," and "taw-ho," which when boiled, " were of 14
equal goodness t potatoes. ' Hopniss," he says, " Dr. Linneus calls the plant
Gyèiïne Api.," katniss he describes as " a variety of Xag ittariue sagittifoli," and
taw-ho as " the A rum Viginic wm, or Virgiriian Wake-robin."*

From a plant called taw-kee, the saie authority states that " the Indians
pluck the seeds and keep theim for eating," and he further informs us that "Thev
(the seeds) cannot be eaten fresh or raw, but nust be dried," and after repeated
boilings " thev ate them like pease."†

This information is probably trustworthy, as it is quite likely that at that
date (1749) the red mien found it necessary to continuesthe use of their old-time
foods to some extent.

Although Kalm's remarks relate to usages in the latitude of Philadelphia,
they were no doubt applicable, with modifications, to all the tribes in this part of w'
the continent. The root of the Arum is stil> well-known te nost schoolboysm
as ''-Indian turnip," remarkable as it is for its extreme pungency when eaten raw. Ot

They inade a coarse kind of bread from pounded or roughly ground imaize.
This meal was prepared either by being bruisedin a hollowed stump, or on a stone.
Several good specimens of the latter may be se Jnin the provincial collection. The f
writer just quoted states, "on my'travels through the country of the Iroquois, they ut
oflered me,'whenever they desired to treat me well, fresh maize bread, baked in
an oblong shape, mixed with dried þuckleberries, which lay as close in it as the
raisins in a plumb-pudding." It is probable that even at that day the quality of w
the bread owed something to European influence.‡ According to strictly primitive
methods it would simply be a lump of roasted dough, innocent of salt and yeast; at
but, perhaps, in some cases, containing berries as in a "plumb-pudding." In a
semi-fluid state, either raw or cooked, and with or without shreds of meat, it was
also ,eaten. When the unbroken:grains of corn were boiled with beans, it was t
known on the. Atlantic coast as .succotash.§ No doubt. similar methods of pre-il
paring food were employed by the natives in Ontario, and this would appear all T
the more reasonable when we remnember not only that the Hurons and Neutrals t
were Iroquois off-shoots.1 bu t that bands of the last-narned body occupied portions h
ot Ontario at various timnes. la

These remarks on food apply chiefly to the Hurons and Neutrals, for the a
Algonkins are not known to have cultivated anything. Their scanty supplies of
corn, were, with their tobacco, procured from their Huron or Wyandot neighbors. t
It nay, therefore, be taken for granted that in the matter of food the condition

* "Pomme-blanche, or navet de prairie is Pwhite root, somewhat similar in appearance to a white ti
turnmp, bot anically Psoralea esculen ta (Nuttal1-)ometimes P. arqophylfa. It isa favorite foodof the Indians,
(Dakot% an 1 others) eaten boiled down to a sort of mush or hominy. A forked stick is used in gathering
tiese roots."-Tenth Ann. Rep., Bur. of Ethnol. page 538, by Garrick Mallery, Washington, 1893.

tSee Appendix D.E.F.
"Their bread is Indian corn beaten to pieces between two stones, of which they make, a cake,. and

bake it in the ashes '; they eat it with venison, turkies, bares,·bears, wild cats, their own dogs, etc." H
John Megapolensg, in Hazard's State Papers, 1792. Megapolensis wrote his account of the Indians in

New Netherlands (New York·State)-in 1644.
"The wise Huron is welcome; hej.s come to eat his succotash with his brothers of the lakes"-Fenn i-

more Cooper.
Fromo the point of view that the Iroquois or Six Nations ultimately became the more numerous and'

powerful people. See quotations, fromn Mr. Hale, pagea 12 and 13 ante.
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of the Algonkins was. even less desirable than that of more southern peoples.
Iloots and smal fruits were no doubt on thEir list, but fish and tlesh constitutel
their principal articles of diet.

Ail our Indians maie pots or kettles of clav, and in these the food was cooked
w1hen not roasted, or eaten absolutely raw. The boiling was effected by means
1f hot stones dropped into the water.

RELIGION.

Wiether r ,not the superstitions of the Indians were worthy of being ligi-
lied as one thing is certain, nanely, that the belief in a Great Spirit,
often attributed to our red men, is of 'Yecent growth-the result, indeed, of
Eiuropean influence. One who lived among the Iroquois when they were engaged
i, deadlv warfare with the Hurons on the one hand, and the French on the
Other, wrote of then: They are entire strangers to all religion, but they have

a Geniws which they put in the place of God, but thev do not wor-
ship or present offerings to h im; they worship and present offerings to the Devi],
whomî they call Otskon, or Aireskuoni"± A moment's reflection is enough to
mark the absurdity of the last statement, a's it is well known that the Otskons,
Ottikons, or Okies of the Iroquois and Hurons, corresponded verv closely to the
Manitous of the Algonkins, comprehendincr " all formcts of sipernt*tural'beinr
froin the highest to the lowest, with the exception, possibly, of certain diminutive
ftiries or hobgoblins, and certain giants and anonialous mnonsters, who appear
unud'er various forims, grotesque and horrible, in the Indian tireside legends."‡

Dean Harris, speaking of the Hurons: says: "They had no religion, having
neither altars, priests, temples, nor oblations, and whatever idea they had of God
was so haz"y and obscure, that it cornes not within the range of definition. They,
however, believed in the existence of good and bad spirits, and to appease the one
and draw npon themselves the favor of the other, offered sacrifices on the
S ihtest provocation. Tobacco was thrown into the fire vith the hope that its
.·nuke would be-p1easing to an 01, aind oil poured upon the water when a storni
t reatened,-with anappeal to the Jlanito to have· pity on them."§ Elsewhere,
Dean Harris writes : " They had no* idea of God as we unlerstand the word.
lhe sighing of the winds, the melancholy moan of the midnight forest, the clash
of thiunder, the gleams of lightning. were the voices of the shadow-phantonis that
huo\fered in the air around thei." To the foregoing it mav be àdded that every
lake, strean d aslwaterfall ; everv rock, cliff and mountain ; wind,i cloud, rain
and s rw-e veuy plant and animal ; even every object of their own handiwork
bad its spirit. Asleep or awake, and always, the Indian was in close contact with
the spirit world. Besides. these hliehad a personal or guardian oki or manitou to
whoi lie attributed power to protect himiî, and to bring hin good luck when
e:igaged in warfare or in hunting. Such an oki was usually that of some animal
tiat appeared to him during one of li volutntarily prolonged fasts during boy-
hood, undertaken for the express purpose Of "seeing sormething." If a bear, lie

See AIpendix H.
t A short account of the Maquas Indians in New Netherlands, by John Megapohnsis, in Hazard

Historical Collection of State Papers.
Parkman's Jesuits of North Arnerica. Introduction, p. lxix-lxx.
History of.the Early Missions in Western Canada, by Very Rev. W. R. Harris, pp. 41-42. Toronto,

1893.
Idem, p. 16.

<'According to one tradition the west wind was the father of Nanabush.

(2 P.M.)
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lienceforth carried a bear's claw as his " medicine," or fetich ; if a wolf, its tail or hi.
its tooth ; if a hawk or a wood-pecker,-one or more of the feathers. fe

For the legends of the Huron. Iroquois and Algonkins, regarding Ataentsic, ar
ber daughter, and her two grandchildrennamed Jouskeha and Taouscaron; ar
Tarenyowagon or Hiawatha, Jouskeha's son; Atahocan and Nanabush,$ refer- fe
ence nay be made to works in which the subject -is treated in detail. re
Aiong the Indians theimselves there was no uniformity of statement or belief
regarding these okies or manitous. Their inutual relationships, their offices, and
performances as recited to-day' are a mass of contradictions, nor is this to be
won(dered.at when we consider the similar condition of our knowledge relating to
Druidisn, so-called, and other ancient European cults, and all that we can learn
from earlv writin gs on this subject goes to show that even before the advent of
the white man. Indian traditional belief was wholly unsystematized. Parkman iz
says: "In no Indian langruage could the earlv missionaries find a 'word to express
the ilea of God. Manitou and Oki ineant anything endowed with supernatural
powers, f-oin a snakeskin or •a greasy Indian conjurer up to Manabozhu and
Jouskeha."t

His ideas of iimmuortality were peculiar. Not only would he himself reach w
the happ.v hunting ground of the departed, but there he hoped.to find the ghosts v
of everything earthly-woods, rivers, beasts, birds¶!nd fish ; clubs, knives, bows
and arrowswampumn and clay pots. It is no doubt to this belief that we nust
look for the orign of the custom of placing weapons, tools and utensils in the Si
graves. t

ti

MEDICINE-MEN.,

Intimately associated with the religious belief (if such it may be ternied) of
the-"Indians, was the medicine-man. The word medicine in this connection is
itself a nisnoner, derived or corrupted from mid3'-wiwin, " an ord'er of shamans
among the Ojibwa, professing the power to prophecy, to cure disease, and to con-
fer success in the chase." The medicine-man was to all intents and purposes a
conjurer or juggler, and in most cases, it may be said, more or less consciously, an
impostor. By means of incantations he professed 'his ability to heal disease, and
it is probably on this account, coupled with the sound of midë'-wiwin, that the
present name has been given to him. Illness was occasioned by the possession
of a given part of the body by some bad spirit, w'hich it was the duty of the
shaman> to expel. His methods had no connection with the administration of
remedies or the performance of even the simplest surgical operation§; they con-
sisted rather in singing, yelling, beating drums and dancing wildly in the presence
of the sick person. Sometimes he applied his mouth to the affècted part, either
directly or by means of a tube, and pretended to suck therefroni the cause of the
disease in the shape of pebbles or pieces of bark. . But it was chiefly as an oracle
or augur that his services were in demand. In this capacity he had resort to

Also known as Manibozho, (the Great Hare) Nanibozho, Messou, Mideabou and Hiawatha.

†- "The statement that the Indians worship, or ever have worshiped, one 'Great Spirit' or single over-
ruling personal God is erroneous. That philosophical conception is beyond the stae of culture reached by
them, and was not found in any tribe previous to missionary influence.

Tenth Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology, p. 4J1. (By Garrick Mallery.) Washington, 1893.
"The expression 'medicine ' is too common to be successfûlly eliminated, though it is altogether

misleading. The 'medicine-men' have no connection with therapeutics, feel no pulses, and administer no
drugs, or, if sometimes they direct the internal.or external use of somxe secret preparation, it is as a part of
superstitious ceremonies, and with main reliance upQn these ceremonies." Tenth Rep. p. 275. Mallery.

s For possible exception to this statement.see under "Tubes" in the following pages.



his 'iedicine-bag' containing it might be a snake's skin, a deer's tail, eagle's
feathers, a wolf's or bear's tooth, human hair, bright côlored mineral substances,
any oddly-shaped pebble, especially such as had a hole through it naturally-
anything, in fact, which, with or without ýeason, might suggest itself to hiim as a
fetich, and it is from this consideration rather than as a healer, that we are to
regard the medicine-man in connection with the crude religious belief of the Indian.

SECRET SOCIETIES.

Secret societies have existed among the:Indians from the time when thev were
first seen by Europeans until the present day, and the inference is that these organ-
izations were of long standing before the date of discovery. Here the shanans or
Imedicine-ien received their "degrees," but there is reason to believe that i;uiv
of then added individual juggleries for popular and mercnary purposes. Anong
the Ojibwas there were at least three societies in each of wlich there were
-everal degrees. The peculiar knowledge imparted to the neimbers, who might be
woien as well as men, was said tu have been bestowed by Nanabush or Manabozhu,
who, according to some, was inspired by two great spirits, and to others, by only one
-the Kitchi Manitou. - Accompanying the information given to the initiates were
four presents-a rattle to call the good spirits to the lodge or wigwam iin cases of
sickness, a drui to please the spirits during their visit and induce them to stay;
tobacco as a symbol of friendship, and maize for food. Some legends mention a
dIog as the fourth gift, and state that.the rattle is to call the good spirits, while
the drum is to frighten away the bad ones. Col. Garrick Mallery quotes a similar
.legend.' Parkman says: "An Indian community swarmed with- sorcerers,
medicine-men and diviners, whose functions were often united in the same person.
The sorcerer, by charms, magic songs, magie feasts, and the beating of his drum
frightened the evil spirits, and the medicine-man invoked the good ones."

BURIAL CUSTOMS.

Ontario affords examples of4rious kinds of interment. A good many years
ago, it is -recorded that a burial mound was opened in the county of Dundas, but
with.this exception and that of a similar mound on Tidd's Island, near Ganano-
flue, few others ha-e been found. Indeed,it is somewhat remarkable that few graves
of any kind have been mentioned as occurring in the whole of the tract occupied
)y the counties lying between the Ottawa and the St. Lawrence, noftheast of
Kingston. For a number of years Dr. T. W. B eman, who has -devoted much
attention'to the archSology of Lanark county, bas failed to meet with any
graves, and this appears the more strange in iew of the fact that evidences
are numerous pointing to a large early population. Farther west, in North
Hastings, single graves exist on ,the shore of Baptiste lake. These were first
brought to.notice by Dr. T. A. Beeman ; and in Victoria county, on and near the
property of Mr. G. E. Laidlaw, Balsan Lake, there are also numerous gra&ves of
this kind. In all likelihood this pa-t of the province, as well as north and east,
was occupied by Ojibwas-[ontagnais, and Nascopies or Nenenots to whom are
attributable those relics that affold apparent indications of Eskimo visits.

In the Huron Nation territory, south of-tlfe Georgian bay, both single and
communal graves áre met with. The former were probably made preparatory to

41.I * Tenth Annual Report of thptBureau of Ethnolgy, p. 492. Washingtor , 1893.
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the Great Feast of the Dead, when the bdnes would be reinoved to a large pit
<hg on an neminence, and into> which wer4 placed sometimes as many as a thous-
aul skeletonis-the remains of those whî bal died during the previous ten or
twelve vears. Such ossuaries, or bone-pits, bave been found at intervals as far
south as the countv of Wentworth. AI ng Lake Erie shore one or two burial
mounds lave been observed but tlhrough ut the greater portion of western Ontario,
the îmod of internient seemîs to have pen of the single kind. Of this, however,
tbere is little certainty on account of so little attention baving been paid to obser-
vations relating to uch matters when be country was new, and at the present
ti cuttivation bas arought the surfa to a common level.

Iu the R'ainy River District ther are several muounds tbat.seemt thave
been used for burial purposes. Sone f these bave been opened, but mucb mnight
Vet be discovered if further-examina ion were inade in that part of the country.

Witb regard to Thunder Baya Algoma Districts the records are slender
but invariably point to single bmrial

Much valuable ethnological int' rrnation reinains to be brought togethr by
n eans of a thorough exanination o aboriginal burial placeg ,,not only relating to
mortuary customs, but to Hie ge ral mode of life, from. such iints as may be
vielded in connection with ithe offe ngs (if any) placed along with the remains.

ARTHWORKS.

Besides tbe lurial moi ids already nentioned the only earthworks of
Indian oririn in Ontario corVst of low banks and ditches enclosing stnall arcas,
usually on igh ground, but ometimes on that whicb is low and level. It is
generally understood that w rks of this kind were intenled for defensive pur-
poses-tbat the ditelies (wb n tbere are any) resulted from digging the earth to
forni the banks, and that ti banks themnselves were intended to give support
to stakes or pickets, (uîsiall referred to as palisades) closely set together tor-
defensive purposesIience a i places of this kind are knowni as " forts." It is
undoubteq that il ny11 such baniksi and ditches have lonig since leeen levýelled by
the settler s -pough, and th t even the recollection of thien is lost, but a few
remain fron whieþ we may rrive at uncertain conclusions. The most easterly
emiankuldnt I bave exami ed, in company witi Mr. Artliur Brown, public
school irspector for Leeds coti nty, is a few miles north of Morrisburgh. Most of
it has been plowed- down, but poîtions of' it on the road allowance may yet be
seen. It is impossible nþ'v t arrive at anything like an'exact estimnate of the
original length of this bhnk, b t it is said to have enelosed aboùt five acres of
oround.*

un a branch of Batteau cru k, in the town,sbip of Nottawasaga, there is a
bank fifty-five yards long, 1artly on low ground near the water, but extending
some distance up the face of a hill o the south.†

Near the village of Clearville t re are extensive banks close to Clear Creek.‡
Within, the enclosed area there we several graves; these did not probably
belong to the people who made the e bankments, but to subsequent possessors

Report of Canadian titute for 1891, p. 13.
t Report of Canadian I' i p 11.

Report of Canadian Institute o 888-9, <. 15.



f the ground who liai lost ail knowleige of its former' occuipancy. Th1i' is (if
,till uncultivated) one of the mîost instrutctive works of t'i kini in our province.

There is another well-narked line of embankient in Beverley township.
and bere traces of posts or pickets were found at varions places. The enclosed
pace was slightly oval, mneasuring one way. onhiun~dred ani forty yards airss.

ant at riglt angles to it, one hundred ani eight ydts.*

Throughout the countv of Elginï there are exan oles of earthworks more or
s perfect, or were a few vears ag<o, but it is not likely that nanV of tihese exist

nw. In the townsiip of Malahide there are severai lines of bank but all are
more or less disturbed by the plough.†

The most important systen of earthworks, not only iii the euunitv of- Elgin
but in Ontario, is to be found on the fari of* Mr. Chester lernderson, Southwold.
It consists of a double bank and ditch, enclosing an ellipticil atea, the Ionger
diameter of which is 130 yards, and the shorter 110 vards from base to
base of the outer slopes. A small stream (once, no doubt, much larger than it
now is) trickles along the west side of the enelosed ground, and for about balf of
its course before leaving the "fort" towards the northwest, has cut for itself a
little gully about seven feet at the deepest:part below the general level, but with
this exception the situation is totally devoid of anything that .pay be regarded
as a natural defence, the rest of the surface being almost: flat, both within
and without the banks. Ash-heaps have been found at interwats within the
embankment. Openings 4de at different places revealed no signs of posts or
palisades.

As this is probably the best preserved and most distinctly marked structure
of its 'kind in Ontario, steps should be taken to preserve it from the plough.
Its present owner bas shown bis good sense in permitting the land to remain
uncultivated, but there is no warrant at all as to the future. For a few hundred
dollars the Elgin county council could make these earthworks public property,
and thus assure their preservation for ever. Every year adds to the interest that
pertains to places of this kind, and it would be a real loss should the-Southwold
"Fort" share the fateof similar earthworks in other parts of the country.

POTTERY.-

In the ,evolution of ideas leading to the production o)f vessels to contain
fluids, there does not appear <> have been so mucli uniformnitv amoing savage
peoples as along some other lines. We are on tolerably safe ground in venturing
the suppositien that the first thoughts mi this subject arose in connection with
d(Inking. From a prone position to bring the mnouth on a level with the water
it is easy to conceive that cireuhlstances and conivenience would speedly .suggest
as an aLternative, raising the water to the mouth in the hollow of the hand. The
next step would naturally be to supply a substitute for the hand, and it is at
this point in all probability that divergences of adaptation took their rise. In

Report of Canadian Institute for 1886-7, p. 11.
Report of Canadian Institute for 1891, p. 11.
>' ientific writers long since recognized a general difference between savagery and barbariin, but

Mif.'Krgan was the first to suggest a really useful criterion for distinguishing between them. His criterion
is the making of pottery.: and his reason for selecting it is that the making of pottery is something that
presupposes village life and more or less progress in' the sinpler arts.
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warm countries, broad leaves, gourds, bainboos and large shells could be utilized
as dippers. Higher latitudes would afford as suggestions pieces of bark and
hollow chips, although the latter would rarely bé procurable. Some shells, too,
might have been employed.

To form a fairly. serviceable cup from a naturally hollowed piece of bark, it
is only necessary to turn up the ends slightly.* Such a simple vessel may have
suggested the roduction of a superior article by forming a hollow in a piece of
solid wood, or in a suitable bit of stone. In either case this could have been
accomplished by persistent scraping with flakes of flint or other hard mineral
substances. If the art of reduction by pecking had been discovered, it would no
dDubt have beein applied in-,uch a case, but it is scarcely likely that at this stage,

,Fig. 2. One-thirddiameter.
ê44~

man as a mechanic had advanced so far.. What has the appearance of more pro-
.bability is that the aid of fire would be sought, so far as wood.was concerned.
Indeed, it is not at all improbable that accidental charring first afforded a hint
towards making use of wood as a vessel. "Given a cavity thus formed, followed by a
shower of rain, and the idea is complete, as the further removal of the charred por-
tion would soon be effected by usage, affording in this way another hint towards
artificial deepening. Whatever the steps may have been by which this stage was
reached, it is quite certain that it was reached, and it is probable that one of the

Dablon referring to the discovery of copper on Lake Superior, says: "The Indians wishing t-, boil
their food in a vessel of bark, gathered stones on the shore, heated them -red hot, and threw them in, but
presently discovered them to be pure copper." Relation, 1670.



Fig. 3. Patterns on fragments of pottery.
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Fig- 4. Patterns on.fragments of pottery.



Fig. 6. Half diameter. Fig. 7. Hall diameter.

Some one may have amused himself in.throwing clay pellets into the fire
or he may have fashioned something more pretentious for the purpose of being
burnt with or without any reference to results, which, when brought to his notice,
suggested the realization of a decided wiant. For our purpose it is iminaterial
whether we regard this art as having become common property by radiating froi
one centre of discovery at a very early date, oi- as having been hit upon at dif-
ferent tmes by various peoples widely scattered. In any event, pottery-making
5soon becane a favorite employment, even aniong inany of the lowest races, and
we imiay be tempted to forni an estiiate. of the. social condition of savage iman,
by a comparison of his fictile workmnanship with that of others earlier or more
recent.

In the Provincial Museum there is a vessel'of tnis kind froin British Columbia, êaid to be
formed f rom the roots of the sprxuce. It will héld nearly as much as a common wooden pail, and is exceed-
ngly strong.

iect condsierations presenting itself to the savage mind wouild be, lhow to convey
water in suficient quantty to a distance fromn the source of supply. Ilere, again
1man1 enlvironiment inuenced the direction of his course. li sone places the
skins of the lower animals were used for. this purpose, luit this, perhaps, pre-
suipposes the art of stitching.* Where soit stone like steatite was procurable
vessels of considerable size were made from it. Elsewlhere, vegetaile fibres of

vrious kinds were so closely woven as to form capacious buckets. which, when
coated with gum or rease, weie uite inpervious to water. Ainong those
who followvd this course mar he mentioned the tri)es of B3ritisli -Columbia.*
In tie mnajority of cases, however, not in America onlv, but all over the world
the favorite method of making vessels vas, fron clay..

The effect of camp-fires on the earth was no doubt obser.ved early in the his-
tory of our race, and the difference \vas as certainlv noticed between the result of
intense heat on clay, as distin(gu.ishe(l from that produced on looser material like
sand or inould.

1

Fig. 5. Full size.
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From the restricted use of clay vessels as water-holders, it is easy to inagine
how soon they would be fouid convenient as receptacles for .maize, nuts, other
seeds, roots, fish, meal, arrow-heads, beads and sùnall articles of all sorts. Froin
raw to broiled or roasted, and froin roasted to boiled are but steps in the prepar-
ation of food, and the clay pot or kettle must soon have begun to assume an im-
portant place in wigwam-life, and it was perhaps on this account that the mak-
ing of earthenware came to be regarded as peculiarly the work of woman.

On this continent, the potter's art reached its hi-ghest-development in Mexico,
Central America, and Peru, and yet no advance was made by the people of these
countries beyond the use of common clay. In gracefulness of- outline many of
their vessels will compare favorably with those of "classic" patterns from the best
workshops of Europe, ancient or modern, and are in the same respect superior to
the prevailing types of Chinese and Japanése ware. They were destitute of glaz-
ing as we understand the term, but were frequently brought to a high polish.
Not seldom the designs in black, red, and brown were tasteful and elaborate -

Fig. 8. Half size.

these were painted carefully, and apparently "fixed "during the process of firing or
burning. More rarely the ornamentation was produced in strong relief, and some-
times even on the same vessel a portion of the pattern consisted of depressed
lines.*

In the territory now known as Tennessee, Missouri, Arkansas, Arizona, Col-
orado, New Mexico, and a few other states, considerable advancement was made
in the production of pottery, much of which is of the gourd type, but fish, frogs.,
birds and other animals were not uncommon models. Some vessels were painted,
but as the distance increased northwards and eastwards this method of decoration
wholly disappeared,;and decoratjve efforts were confined mainly to raised pattèrns,
human and other heads being qihte common. The Indians of New Mexico and
Arizona continue to make earthenWare o.f the old-fashioned kind, and it is prob-
able that nowhere else in America is the ancient art maintained.

* A very beautiful example of this type, dug-up in Mexico, may be.seen in the Provincial Aech. Mu's.
Specimens of the other kinds mentioned above are also in the crses.

...........
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In Arkansas and Niszouri, and some neighloring territory clay vessels
were in many cases destitute of ornamentation. The rel and black designs found
on some are rude both in conception and execution, although the forms of the
vessels are often elegant.

North of the Ohio and east of the Mississippi the shapes of such vessels
become less varied, and much more simple, but there is evidence of a desire to
improve their appearance by the addition of depressed inarkings variously disposed
on the upper portion of the outside.* In Ontario it is difficult to procure even
a fragment tbat has not belonged to a plece of pottery-ware so ornamented.
In the manufacture of such vessels no wheel was employel, but many of the
shapes must haveb required the use of sone spatula-like tool to model certain
portions of not a few of the finest articles, where reversed curves and. sharp- .
angles relieve the neck and margin. Sonetines unio (mussel) shells have been
used in this way. See figures 149 and 150.

South and west of the Ohio many, if not ail, èarthenware vesscls were built.
up froi rolls of clay deftly wound.. Dumont, in his Historical Memoirs of
Louisiana, putblishei in 1753, states " that, having amassed the proper kind of
clay, and carefully cleaned it, the Indian woinen take shells, which they pound
aind reduce to a fine powder; thev mix this powder with the clay, and, havinc

Ar

Fig. 9. Full size.

poured some water on the mass, they knead it with their hands and feet- and
make it into a paste, of which they form rolls, six or seven feet long, and of a
thickness suitable for their purpose. If they intend.to fashion a plate or a vase
they-take hold of one of the rolls by the end, and fixing here with thé thumb of
the left hand the centre of the vessel they are about to make.-they turn the roll

with astonishing quickness around this centre, describing a spiral line: now
then they dip their fingers into water and snoothe with the right hand the
inner and outer surface of the vase they itend to fash*on, which would be ome

*The narrow-necked vessels of Central America- were ornamented on the outside, but bowl-s aped
specimens with very wvide mouths had the design on the inside.
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rufled or undulatel without that manipulation. In this manner they nake all
sorts of eartien veels, plates, dishes, bowls, pots, and jars. sone of which iold
forty to tift- pilts.

In our latitude there i. nothing to·show that this method was ever employed.
No fragments exhibit any such line of cleavage as one might reasonably look for
in a speeinien or two among manly thousands, if rol-builing had been follo-wed.
On tih eontrarv evervthinr gos to show that the pottery made 1by our aborigines
was f)rmel by mîîoulding fron a mass.+ The material was no doubt prepared
in a manner -imilar to that describéd 1-y Dumont so far as tempering and knead-*
ing were eoncerned, with this difference that our Indians used burnt gneiss and
granite even more frequentlv than shells for the former purpose. Grains of
quartz and flakes of mica may be readily listinguished in nost of the pottery
found in this Province.

Fig. 10. One half diameter. Fig. 11 Niue inches b gh.

The comparative scarcity ofs whole specimens of Indian earthenware
in Ontario bas -been observed. At first one might conclude that only a small
quantitv had been itiade, but the vast nu ber of shîrds found in numerous
localities does not favor this view. We should r ther look to clinatie
conditions for a reason-for the chief reason. The nglazed and coarselv
por material of wlich these vesseis were composedpermitted them to

umont's Memoirs Vol. Il. p. 271. <uoted in the excellent work on the Antiquities of Tennessee,
by GMwes P. Thruston, and published by'Robert Clarke & Co., Cincinnati, 1890.

†, A large fragment before me. when examined with a moderately strong hand-glass, would favor the
belief 'that the vessel, originally about ten inches. in circumference, was forned f rom a at of clay, rolled
or pressed'«l the proper thicknes. The piece has beer1 well burned, showing a skin of pale br own fully a
bne in tiitkness on tie outsida, and one somewhat less on the inside, while the niddle portion, from three-
sixteenths to one-fourth of an incli in thiokness, is dark grey, but not of uniform shade. Along the three
broken edges; irregular laninations are distinctly seen, as if several layers of clay had been added fron
timé tQ tinie, or ,&fthe clay iaýKbeen'doubled on itself, during the fiattening process to bring thé slab*to
the required- t%cnedst, This is an effect not at all likely to have been brought about, had the vessel been
formed from a l-mp of Mfy. Prof. W. H. Holmes, of the Field Museum, Chicago, in a recent paper
expresses his conviction that our no4rrn pettery was moulded in hollows of suitable size formed in sandy
soil. His reasons are very plausiblg kihis aiethQd of working would account for the rounded bottoms ofcay pots. In thía way,. a.soi, inationslreferred to may be accounted for by supposing that one coat
after another had been addedduiri he moulding process.



absorb*water alhost equal to their own weight. When tlhs sodden for a
long tiie they easily fell to pieces. The conditions necessary foi- lisin-
tegration may be found in the graves where most of the specimens preserved
to us have been placed. Wien the ossuaries or communal graves were tiished
thev no doubt formed low inounds two or three feet above the general level
pf tI groun(d, but when the bones decayed, numbering as they did those .of

Fig. 12. One-third diameter.

from fifty to several hundreds of inçividuals, the ground surfaces irr course
cf time became hollot, frming receptacles forraiin an snow. Tihe soil covering
the bones seldon exceeded three feet in depth; and the contents of the pit were

Fig. 13. Full size.

favorable to the -admission of water in large quantities. .Add to this the action
Of frost, which, for a similar reason, also penetrated to more than an average
depth, and we can readily understandl why so few specimens of eartlhenware
have escaped destruction when thus inhumed. In a modified degree, the same
remarks apply to single graves, with the additional disadvantage that they were

29



usually much shallower than the ossuari'es. The larger number of perfect pieces
i our small collection of Ontario pottery have been taken either from situations
in light, sandy soil, or f roui ledges protected by overhanging rock.

It is generally undcerstood that the Indian women were the potters in every

part of America where earthenware was in trse, and even in these more north-
erly latitude's where circumnstances forbade the hIighest possible attainment in
ceramie art, no one who examines carefully the work of the primitive " better
halves 'can hclp expressions of surprise and admiration in connection with
the skill and taste it exemplifies. The parallelism that is often found to exist

Fig. 14. (Restored) ten inches high

between the art instinct and savagery would seem to indicate an inlierent tend-
ency to advanceient. alng other lines, but the knowledge in our possession
makes it too plain thiate in relati½on to low conditions of society an appreciation of

the true and the lheadtiful'" seldo leacds to the higher " good." On this subject,
Sir John LulbIock say. "Teir appreciation of art is to be regarded rather as an eth-
nological characteristic than as an indication of any particular stage of civilization.
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Without exception the clay pots found in Ontario are round bottoned, and
without feet, and we may rest assured that being so formed they were best
adapted to their intended purpose. Feet involved considerable trouble and risk
in- the manufacture, and would have rendered the pots more liable to injury in
carrying theni long distances; a broken foot would usually mean a hole in
the bottom, and the loss of one or two feet (if this could have happened with-
out otherwise injuring the utensil) would cause it to stand unevenlv,* while a
flat bottom would have increased the danger of breakage in the act of urn-
ing, besides, offering additional points of.outside contact when in use. With a
plain round bottom it was only necessary to niake a -slight depression in the
soil beside the fire, or among the ashes of the fire itself, to obtain perfect
steadinèss for use in cooking. It is, of course, understood that boiling was not
effected in such utensils directlV from the fire, but by means of heated stones
dropped into or, rather, carefullv placed in then, although it is not impossible
that the former method was 'occasîonally einployed. Kalm, during the middle of
hist century, writing of the Indians in New Jersey, says, that " Many of the'
(lay kettles have two holes in the upper inargin, on each side (he probably
means one on.each -side) through which the Indians put a stick a-nd held the
kettle over the tire as long as itvas to boil.'' This was ojly hearsay to Mr. Peter
Kaln, and lie afords us no information as to how the dilticult feat was accom-

lishedl. Even so long ago, clay vessels had becoine objects of antiquit, but
tlie sagacious "(old settler " knew all about them.

The aboriginal potter's art was one of the first to fall-into disuse after the
arrival of Europeans. It must always bave been extremely hazardous and iin-,

enient to convey such fraile articles as clay vessels from place to place, 'ver
,reat distances, and the Indian was not slow to perceive the immense advantage
possessed by a copper pot or kettle over one that so often. failed lhin at the
noment of his greatest need. In addition to this he had an eye to the possibiti-
ties of the metal after the kettle, as a vessel, became unfit for use. Here was na-
terial for buttons, bangles, medals or gorgets, ornaments for the hair, etc., and
we find accordingly, that in a very short tine the Pale-faces' copper kettle
wholly supplanted the ancient clay pot of the Redskin. To the Indian woman
the adoption of the new fashion must have lightened her labors more than a
little, both as a potter and as a common carrier.

Among some southern tribes feet were occasi<gally formed on clay and stone vessels, but they seldom
exceeded three in nuniber. The old cast iron pots in use before the day- of stores, in this country,
had only three feet, thus they always stood "as right as a trivet.

t See appendix B.
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LAY IPIPES.*

The making of clay pipes properly falls under the heal of pottery, althliugh
-differed in. uanv important respects from the making of vessels varyin

Fig. 15. One-third diameter.

Fig. 16. Fuillie. Fig. 18. l isi.

Fig. 19. Two-thirds diameter. Showin Fig. 20.' Fig 21. Two-thirds diameter.
section of stem. Two-thirds diameter.

in size froi that of a tea-cup to the capaèity of others holding baf a bushel
or 'more. Pipes were made b'y the nn. and it inust be observed that the

See Appendix G.

ét



Fig. 22. Two-thirds diareter, Fig.,24. Two-thirds dianeter.

Fig. 2. Seven eights dia.
(Fragment.)

-1v

Fig. 25. Full size.

was legion. Occasionally a pipe is fqund, the material of which suggests tha
was filched from some woman's "dough " prepared for pots, but a large nun

(3 P.M.)
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"braves " have shown much wider range and greater originality of design
in their worknanship, than. the womef did in theirs. There were. it is true, a
few prevailing or fashionable patterns, but besides thèse, the number of forms
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bear no evidence of tempering. The bowl-holes in many. of theni are so snial
that for smoking purposes they appear useless-perhaps they were only cere-
monial make-believes, or were made to supply a place in grave-furniture. Most

Fig. 28. Three-tourths diamneter.

Fig. .29.
Fu4l size.

Fig. i0. Fig. 31..
Full size. Full size.

Ig. 32.
Full size.

of such pipes are, however, widely fhared at the mouth, forming a shallow cup,
and it is nlot impossible that the smoking material was here placeul, in which
case most of the so-called bowls would only be part of slbarply curved stems.

.4
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To a less extent this applies to what is known por excellence as the Huron

pipe on account of its prevalence in the aistrict occupied by the people of that
name (figure 28). It, too, is flared, but the sides of the fiare are moulded to

Fig.·34 FuI sizi. Fig 35. Ful size.

Fig. 37. Three-fourths dianeter.

Fi . :. Lwr·ide Of 37, sh< wing face.

and the, èdoos in upwail turn, thtus increasing the depth
Jf the iunouth,". Jnuediately helow tis the size'of the hole lereases rapidly
intil, as in the foriner case it is only continuation of the speru-hole.I- L)*à
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Whatever the shape may have been it isprobable that all clay pipes were
moulded on the same plan, so far as the formation of the stem vas concerned.
The method was to model the clay round a flexible twig, or a thong, one end of

Fig. 36. FuIl

Fig 39 Fuh'-.

Fig 41. Fulsize. Fig. 42. Fuit size.

Fig. 40. Full size.

which entered the base of the bowl, and which being allowed to remairf there
disappeared duringthe burning process. This is beautifully exemplified by means
of a stem which has fortunately been broken lengthwise, showing that the hole
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Fig. 44. Full size.

Fig. 43. Full .ize.

highly conventionalized. The face seeins to have been brought into shape chietly
by pinching between the finger and thumb. In ail pipes of this class the head
tapers rapidly upwards, and in many of them there is represented a coiled head-
(lress. Invariably, too, the face looks in the direction of the stem, or towards
the smoker. Perfect specimens are extremely rare. Even to the Indian they
inay have been caricaeures-symbolized jokes. That the aborigines had a spice
of fun in them we know, notwithstanding the reputation their bear fqr stolidity
and taciturnity. Practical jokes,-and jokes reflecting on personal appearances,
were their especial delight, and they sonietimes exenplified this characteristic

~re
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has been formed with sôme twisted fibre consisting of two strands. Stems varied
in length from an inch and a half to five or six inches. Valuable heads, hav-
ing lost their stems, were often bored for the admission of wooderi ones. As to
finish, pipes nay be classified as plain, or absolutely free from ornamental mark-
ings (figure 18); incised, or having on the surface patterns composed of
depressed, lines and (lots (figures 15 to 28 except 18); and raise<d, or bear-
ing in relief a representation (usually) of sone animal form (figures 29 to
55). With reference to the Iast nmed it nay be noted that the human formu
was the most favored subject, and verv often onily the head or face. The kind
shown by figure 43 is of somew iat common occurrence. The foii is ru,de and
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in the heads and faces they modelled on their clay pipes. To one they attached
a pair of dog'sears (figure 30), to another those of a bat; in one the mouth and
eyesare formed awry and at opposite angles (figure 40); a fourth shows the face
looking ypard<-«orming the top of the bowl), one eye being deeply hollowed

Fig. 48. FulIlsize.

,Iig. 46. Full siz..

Fig. 45. Full i/ze.

to reéeive the tobacco (figu e 42), while in still another sonewhat similarly
formed, it is the widely open \Iiouti that forms the interior of the bowl (figure
41). If they ever attempte< portraiture jn the numerous representations of

Fig. 49. -Full,size. Fig. 50. Full size.

human features, their intentions have wofully'miscarried, for in few cases can it
be said that the faces ar. even typicai of the race. Figure 1 is an exception,and
is probably so, " morefrom luck than good guiding."

Fig. -17. tuil siAkI.
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The serpent-worship school of archSologists will find but little encourage-
ment for their views among the numerous representations of' lower animals
adapted by the Indians to pipe-making in this province. The eagle (figure 53),
owl, wolf or dog (figures 49, 50 and 52), and bear (see stone pipes) seem to

~1

Fig. 51. Full size.

Fig. 52. Full size. ~ Fig. 53. Full size.

have been more frequently used than the snake for this purpose, and if.it be
irged that they also were so employed because they· were objects of vener-
ation, what must be said regarding the still more numerous occurrences of

39
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the human face and full form ? It would be rash to deny utterly that fetichisn
or, rather, totemism, played any part in this department of aboriginal handicraft,
but, so far, there is no evidence that it did.* 'The great variety of human repre-
sentations would seem to indicate prinarily the mere play of fancy in pipe.mod-

Fig. 54.. Full size. Fig. 55. Full size.

elling. In some instances there may have been a secondary reference to totems,
but certainly nothing to mark the serpent as a speeially favorel or affected object.

* Fetichisin, strictly speaking, has no temples, idols, priests, sacrifices or prayer. It involves no belief
in creation or in a future life, and a fortiori none in a state of rewards and punishments. It is entirely
independent of rnorality. . . . . .

"6The next stage in religious progress is· that which may be called Totemism. The savage does not
abandon his belief in fetichism, from which indeed no race of'men has yet entirely freed itself, but he super-
induces on it a belief in beings of a higher and less material nature. In this stage everything may be wor-
shipped-trees, stones, rivers, mountains, the heavenly bodies, plants and aniual.." Sir John Lubbock n
Origin of Civilization, American edition, pp. 169-170.



FLA K ED TOOLS..

Fig . Full size. Fig. 57. FIli size. Fig. 58. FuIl ize. Fig. 59. Full size. Fig. 60. Full size.

It would not seeni very difficult to follow in imagina tion the developnent of
the flaking or chipping art. Even if early man's intelligeece did not suggest this
mnethod of producing a cutting or scraping~edge on a piece of stone, accident would
soon supply the necessary hint. On both-continents considerable quantities of
material are fouid so very rudely flaked in many instances as to appear at first
sight but littie perior to " road netàl." This, in the slow process of develop-
ment, is just what might be expected. In the Old World, specimens of this kind
are usually laid bare under such conditions as clearly prove an extremely
low, mental and social condition of the workmen. In Anerica, however, similar
objects are generally found more or less intimately associated with others exhib-
iting a far higher degree of intelligence and skill, thus rendering it difficult, if
not impossible, to elassify ruder forms as palæoliths (old stone weapons> and
the more highly finished as neoliths (ñew stone weapons). Dr. Abbott and others
have found in the New JQrsey gravels and elsewhere palaeolithic-looking speci-
,méns, at considerable depths, and apparently having, not the remotest connec-
tion with higher, or surface finds. This would go to prove the existence of
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man in America before, or during the glacial period ten, twenty, a hundred or
more thousands of years ago. Prof. W. H. Holmes bas recently made an exhaus-
tive study of the Trenton gravel-beds, whence Dr. Abbott procured bis specimens,
and has expressed his utter disbelief in the palæolithic character of the finds
there m6de, showing the possibility of their reaching great depths from the sur-
face, and urging that they are simply " rejects" or partly worked speciméns,
the nature of whose matérial rendered them unsuitable for further manipulation.

In Ontario, we find a good many rohghly chipped objects, and always-of the
leaf, or oval form. The nature of the fracture in some instances is clearly in
favor of regarding the specimens as "Crejects," but in many cases it. appears moie
reasonable to look upon them as material partly prepared at the quarry, for ease
in transportation to some other place where the finishing touches might be given
at leisure. A notable instance of this kind was the finding of a "nest " of such
pieces near Komoka, in the county of Middlesex. Of the sixty-nine objects here

Fig. 61. Full-;iz-.

Fig. 62. H alf diamet!er.

llr,all,)but one, wure roughly leaf shaped, the exception being a
fairly good spear-head provided with a neck, and loing as if it migoht have
been the only weapon tinished,'when sccrecy or ,afety necessitated the covering
up of the whole lot. All these are now in the Provincial Archoeological Museum.

Curiosity is frequenfly expressed as to the Indian art of flaking. -In the
ruder forns -of implement oi- weapon,-there'is no doult it was done by percus-
sion, but the finer qualities of work required a different method, and this, we
have the best of reason to believe, was by~means of pressure. The roughly fash-
ioned flint was placed against a pad or shield in the palm of the left· band.
Against the edge to be flaked. the workman brought to bear a bone tool, held
in his right hand. This tool,~provided with a notch at the working end, was
pressed firrnly and steadily against the portion to be removed, and the separation
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. Fig. 63. Half diameter. Fig. 64. Half diaimeter Fig. 63. alf diaieter.

still carried on at Brandon, in Erigland, musi require filly as much texterity for
tde reason that, admitting the superior intelligence of'the workman, anti theligher qaality of bis tools, his fints must conform very cosely in size and shapeto a given..pattern.

The mnaterial, used by the Indians of Ontario was chieliv chert, a sub-speciesof quartz, found in masses of various sizes weighing fron a few ounces to severo]pounds, embedded in limestone. On Point A ino, Lake Erie, there is .n outcrop

is said to have been accomplished by means of. a dexteroús twist.ý It is easyenough to write or read a description of this kind, but as in the case of otherapparently simple operations, it is much more difficult to practice than to teachWe know that tbe method varied in datail to some extent among tribes widelyseparated, but in a·general way the above may he regarded as the plan of opera-tion.

Mr. Cushing, of the American Bureau of Ethnology, has devoted much timeand patience to the study of flaking, and has succeeded in producing specimensof various kinds equal'to those ofIndian manufacture. The making of gun-flints,
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of lirmestone supplying. an abundance of chert, from which have been procure'd t
large quantities of blocks for tools and weapons.

There ean be little doubt that the value of this property «was fully appreci-
ated Ly the Neutrals, or Attiwandarons, and that these people profited as traders
in furnishing otier nations both with unwrought and partly wrought matei al a-
well as witi tinished articles. Flaked quartzite weapons are seldom niet with in
Ontario, but figures 61 to 65 represent some of this kind, half size.

In the Ottawa valley and other portions of the province usually regarded as
Algonkin territory, the forn and finish of flaked specimens are inferior to the
workmanshuip on such objeets found farther west and south. It is imostly in the
counties lving southî of a line drawn frotn Goderich to Haailton that the finest
specmnos are found-ad whlere attepts have been male to produce unusual 1or
fanciiful forums.

irg. 66. Haif diameter. Fig. 67. Half diamieter. ItF.g. 68. One-third di..

Few flaked tools of large size have been found in Ontario. Perhaps one from
the township of Pickering, now la our museum is the largest, as it is about eleven
inches long. In Ohio and somne other states they- are more numnerous, and are sup-
posed to have been used as spades or hoes.

I t is customary to refer to ail ordinary specimens of this kind as arrow.or:,
spear-heads, b)etween which; except as to size, there is no line of distinction. In
ail probability most of them:were employed as these names would indicate, but

have served as scrapers (figure 80), or may have been inserted as-spikes in the
heas o clbswhle t semsreaonbleto elivethat many of the larger,

ansd, potepoe oe k ne figrs, povidd with necks, or stems,r
answred he urpoe ofknies fgure 56to 6. Athird variety, includingn

-le-
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those whose edges are deeply notched, were probably used as saws (figure79). The employment of such tools was required in manv primitive occu-

7

71

i

Fig.69. OPthirud. H diaret.r.
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n 'd l e s t h e e ut n g . tfh ir ii g . 7 1. H a f dia m e te r.

ni o

Fig. 72 ~ ~ ~ K.. Full size. Fi.-.Fi ie Fig. 74. Full size.jations, as, for example, the division of bone lengthwise to make awls, orneedles; the cutting of bird. bones in cross section for beads; the separation of
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portions of stone for various purposes; and in the mnaking and repairing of bows,
arrow-shaf t, drums, cano s, paddles a nd o(ther artils reiniring the use of wood.

7 I

FI, 76. Half ameter. Fg. 77. Fu size.

t

Fig .80. Full size»
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Fig. 7 9. Haif diameter. Fig. 81. Full size. Fig. 82. Full size.

At a pincti, hoWever, the savagre wo;rkman was at no grreat loss for the *rant
L . of speciaied too4rms-withi the arrow-head that killed his. game hie could take

tt



off the skin, sever the tendons, and cut up the flesh. Withi the point of flint that
made bis enemny bite the dust, he could iakce huimself the happy owner ofthe fallen
one's scalp, and perform otherwise all the mutilation deimanled to show hbis con-
tempt for a iated foe. His stone axe, or celt, served him to (ut dlownî a trec, to
hollow a boat, t dig up roots, to pound corn and nuts, to drive stakes, and to
give the finishing stroke to a wounled animal Flints (so-called) of fanciful

lapes-double-notched. double-Ibarhed. ICOncae il, ddly-necke (i (tùures 72

4-

F r. s3 Half d am.

Fig. 83. Full size. Fig. 84. Full sie.

to 78)-were in all probability for ornamental or cercmonial use, or; they may
even have been î·egarded as ainulets. . At any rate it does not appear reasonable
t) suppose that so much labor and . ingenuity should have been expended on

mobjects of this kind merely for shooting purposes.
Drills (figures 81 to 84), too,.are made from the same naterial as arrow-heads,

,-rd--are 1 ,ii y woîk(t. Tley aie a prov:ded with a T
thus affording leverage when in use, whether held·simply in.the hand, or boun
to a shaft or a handle. Those here figured are of exceptional forms. indeed some
of thein inay not have been drills at all.

Celts were sometimes made by flaking chert, and afterwards producing a&
smooth, cutting edge by rubbing, biut specimiens of this kind are extremely rare
m our province.

Flaked specimens. mostly arrow-heads, far outnumber all the other relics
found in Ontario, and the same i-ay be s iid regarding nearly evezy other country
n the world.
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STONE PIPES.

The Indn artist-mecanie illustrated ti highest reaches of his iniaginatioil

and exemplifiel the best stv1 of lhis workmanship il his stone pipes, iany

Fig. s8. Hlf diantletur. Fi:. 87. Full s .

Fig. 8(. -H alf dianeter (unfinishied

Fig. 89. Seven-eighth size (platform patrern). Fig. 9U. Full size.

which were "so skilfully exeuted that a modern artist, notwithstanding his far
superior metallie tools, would find no little difficulty indeproducing them."*

In choice of material he had a wide .range, but usually selected that which
was most easily wrought, as soapstone, limestone, sandstone, serpentine, and cat-

*Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge, by Charles Rau, p. 45. Washington, 1876.



Fig 91. Full siz..

Fig. 94. Full size. Fig. 95. Full size.

Fig. 96. Fiull size.

Fig. 98. Full size.

Fig. 97. Fuil size.

inite or bloodstone. His mumst favore l imodels were the luiiman bead and whole

Aigure (figures 113 to 120): afte.r this caine representations of q- uadrupeds, birds,

(4 m.M.)
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Fig. 101 Hialf diameter

Fig. 104. Fig. 105. Fig. 10f. Fig. 107.

Fig. 110.
Half diameter.

(Side view.i

il

Fie. 103.

Fig. 10.

,Fi. 108. Full size.



Fig. 112. Seven-eighth size. Catlinite pipe. Fig. 113. Fill size.

The .Provincial collection contains numerous specimens of . unfinished
pipes, both of the stenmed and stemless varieties, and from these we learn not
a little regarding the primitive methods of working stone (figures 85, 86). One

Fig 114. Fuli size. Fig. 115. Full size. Fig. 116. Full size. Fig. 117. Fill size.

of the first things that strikes us is that the material was invariably
brought to its intended sizé before the' holes were drilled for the bowl
and stem, or for the bowls alone. The. art of pipe-making was one that

snakeq (f iires' 121 to 132), but never tish. In many instances there is no
attempt whatever to produce anything beyond a plain article-a simple bowl and
stem. or a bowl without any stemn.
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Fig. 119. Full size.

Fig. 120. Full ii.

ëFig. 109. Full size.

Fig. 121. "White stone*' pipe (full size).

« lb

Fig. 118. Fuillsize.



lingered long amoiig the Indians after inany other· arts wer forgotten.
The reason for this survival would appear to be in the main accounted
for fromi th fact that Europeans Qoining to America showed a preference for pipe,

Fig. 123. Nearly fill size with cross sectin of t m.

Fig. 122. "White-stone " pipe. One-third dianieter.

of native manufacture. Kaln tells us that "all the tobacco-pipe heads which the
éommon people in Canada make use of, are -made of this stone (limestone), and
are ornamented in different ways. A great part of the gentry likewise nake use

Figy. 124. Full-size. Fig 125. Half diam. Fig. 127. Half diam.

of them, especially vwhen they are on a journey." The same writerc gives us tò
understand that the whites themselves made stone pipes, as, indeed, we might
readily surmise, for a pipe of this kind· would prove .much more serviceable, one

see Appendix L.
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4è
may alhost sav, more faithful, in those days of rough expeiiences, than th e E
opean "clay" was likely to be. Accordingly, we observe in imany stone pipes, pat-
terns that are suggestive of Luropean rather than of Indian taste, although in the
matter of workrimship there is no evi<lence of superiority.*

z'-

Fig. 128.

Seven-eighth dia:
Fig. 129.

(Fron pipe bowl.)

* Fig. 180. Full 8ize.

Fig. 129«. Seven-eighth dia. Fig. 132. Se' en-eighth dia.

Fig. 131. Full size size.

Most of the stone pipes have been made for use with wooden stems, and the
larger number of them are provided with a siall hòle at the base, by means of

* See Appendix L.



which the-y might both be bound with a sti-ing to theo stemi.s when in use, and
mnaintaxin their attachment when laid awav, or wben carried on the person.

It is as difficlt to decide what is the oldest fori of pipe, as it is to settle à
whether clay stone pipes took precedence. A simple tube like a cigar-holder.
would seem to have 'some laims as the cri 'nal pipe. but although such tubes are
found in this countrv. ther lo not appear to leen so employed. The late
Ven. Archdeacon McM Oray cf Niagara, assur- me that le hal seen sucli tubes
used among the Ojibwas of Lake Su> -iI for cupping purposes. Only
some of the tubes we findi are iuch widert iie enl than tb other.and in 'very
case the eul <ithrough which tihe1s.41 e le passes, is too tbick te hall n the
imouth wifth anv e .ifort, wihile in no in.s ce are thére 111v tooth mîrks or other

oigns.cf wear. Mr. C. B. Moore* thinks .-uch tubes were used as pipes by the
natiyes of Florida, and Rau states that, " The Gosh-Utes cf Western Utah use at
the presenît day sinal pipes of soimewat similar shape, ani hence it is inot alto-
gether improbble that tl e tubes ju.st imentioned were siîoking utensils.

It serms ,I.e thti ipes of tlis kind- wer us(ed iii iiiii parts of Amer-
ica, but their employiîeit in this province is moîre than lubt'ful.

Wbat iay be regarded as an extremely old fcrii f pipe was found in the
township of Albion, county of Peel. It is roughly suggestive of the .platform
or noiitor type. (Fig 87). -

Shapes seeni to have been as various as the whims c>f the pipe-makers. Thbere
does not appear to have been any regulation form even for the cereinonial pipq,
calumetor pipe o peace, as it has been called. The pipes figured 110 and 112 are
very peculiar, and are known as disk pipes. A·few of similar design have been
found in Kentucky, Tennessee. and other- States.t† Mr. Douglas, of the New York
Natural History Society, has several in his collection.

Among -pipes here -figured there are some that seem to carry marks of the
white man. Without attempting to point these out, or assign reasons for suppos-
ing them to be wholly or partly indebted to European contact for their form or
their finish, it may be left to the reader to exercise himself in distinguishing
those fron the others.

* Certain Sand Mounds of the St. John's River, Florida, p. 46. Philadelphia. 1894.

t Antiquities of Tennessee, by Gates P. Thruston, pp. 199-201.
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STON E H A M M E RS.

It i probal lit on if thw tirst titis used by early man was a hammur.
Fromin the mploymintiof ny stone that might bu handl, experitnce would lead
to tii selection of formîs.a cl qualities m1-ost suitab1e, Hlddirectly in, the had,
a tool of this kind wou2anîsw»r uit well fir rude flaking iperationis. breaking
bones, cracking nuts, eating roots. bruising sueds and for other siplu operation
but the nucessity- for striking heaviur blows, lin process of tieu to the attacintuit
of bandis. The number, howev rf haI;ner-hbais fittid ftoti the recuption of tl

Fig. 133. ua r diameter.

hanlle must have beun exceeingly smal (figures 133 134), iii tiis "part of the con-
tinent, judging from·the few' that have been found. Most of those in our collee-
tion.are merelv circular or ovate pebbles, consideablv flattened on two sides, and
apparently so formed bv water-wear. Sorneof these are artificially pitted on the
flattened sides, as if fra.assistance in grasping, and the edges usuallv show thu use
to which the stones have been put. They seldom. weigh more than txw-6 or three
pounds. A few weigiing from foui to eight poundls have been collected at wide

Fig. 134. One-fifth diamcter.,

interïalsover the province. One in our possession, said to h'ave been foundcarea
Leapington in Essex county, weighs about ten pounds. and like all the lai'gér speci-
mens is grooved. A very fine small specimnen found in Lanark county, is pro-
vided with a iole for the handle. This is quite a rare occurrence i, Ainerica.
In general outline this specimen may be said to have a European look, and one is
tempted·to regard it as the work wholly, or in part, of some ild French trapper.
A square faced one (figure 135) is of extremely rare occurrence.



AxeS 0or celts uea mo itieti1n of thi wr Twv 1u111netl V 1of two
kinds-plain and roovei, lut a few 'air f intrnel it I.ii>ri, timt s, slitihtlv
groo ved (tigures 1 f and 1:7 .I ()nt1ri l" t lpjalin on1S are 1 b alI oL-Is tht

oit iniierous. ant a ve·y hafe proporitn of tielti soild ilbe ib aiZtes,
rather thain axes, un aunt if thir fiorm.i an I olnse 9nt pitii when

attached to th lie hinle. Te are ofl 1izes, fimi two t > twtlve. r mort o. inch

Fig. 136. Two thirds diameter.

long, and are generally made of.somlie primary rock, as syenite, diorite, gneiss, or
granite. A few of Huronian slate have been collected. 0One feature characterizes
'the form of all such impleinents or weapons-they taper towards the pole. When
symmetrical as viewed from all sides, thiey mnay be regarded as axes, but when
,syminetrical only as viewed from the wider sidedzes. In the foi-mer case there
îs not much difference between the .breadth and thickness of the tools, but in the
latter 'the difference is very mnarked, and one of the wide sides is always nearly,

Fig. 137. ,Two-thirds diameter.

or quite flat, presenting thus a good bearing for attachment by means of thong or
sinew:binling to a T, Y or L-shaped piece of wood for a handle. When properly
bound or lashed in this way tl1e advante of the gentle taper consisted in the
tendency to tighten the tool in its'fastenings as each.blow was struck. One can-
not but admire how exactly the degree of taper is adapted to the requiremlîents of,
the case-with more, they would too easily have dropped ut of their bearings;
with less, it would have b'een difficult to keep them tight, on acount of the ease
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STONE AXES OR CELTS.



with w-hielb each blow mîîust hav e tendeul to (lisphItement. There are, in the
whole range of Indiai iworkianship, few better exaimples of the nice adaptation
of mneais to an enl than isafforded by the Shape of aplain, polished stone axe
or adze.t

Grooved axisr;ii e comparatively rare in Ontario, and few of them are at all
coimparale in forn and finish to similar tuools fouid in Ohio and man' other
states. Thle gnerâl formn of the latter, ;xnd the fact that the groove is usualil

Fig. 138. Two-thirds diameter.

cut round two sides and one edge only, show that thev have been used as axes.
Ontario'speciiens, on the other hand suein to have been enployed as adzes, as
the grooves go ail round the stone, and are deeper on the elges than on the sides.
A common belief is that these stone heads were inserted in the cleft of a split
stick, which was then tightly bound at the end to keep the axe. in position, and
immediatelv behind the head to prevent Wrther separation ofthm wood; but used

Fig, 139. .Half diameter.

as adzes, of cou'rse, anv such imethod was impossible. 'Figure 138 shows what is
without doubt an aze. It is symmetrical when viewed from ail sides. The forni
is very rare.

The making of stone axes must have been tedious and laborious. In some
cases the mate ial seems to have been procured from drift blocks of considerable
size, perhaps by means of first heating the mass and then pouring water upon
it, to produce cleavage b)y'contraction. At any ate specimens are numerous,

* Even a hundred and fifty years ago this beliet seems to have become comnion among white people.
See Appendix A..
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showing that by sone ineans suitable portions have been detatched fromi
boulders for this purpose. In other cases the workman lias selected some hard,
water-worn stone, whose shape suggested the tool he desired. Of' this kind a few
untinished specimens are in ouir collection. When the blocks were split by any
method, the work of shaping was no doubt accomnplislied chiefly by rubbing down
the angles, but in other cases much pecking had to be (ofie to produce the
required syniinetry before the work of polishing could proceed.

Figure 139 is the oily stone axe T bave ever seen having a raised pattern
on its side. The elevation is slight, but has been Worked with gi-eat care.

Tlhe snallest objects of tlhis class seeni too short either to have been fastened
to a handle in the usual way, or even for use -directlv in the hand. On this
account it is surmise ithat thev were tirmly cemented into wooden clul)-beals, as
is the custom vet with certain savage peoples. Such a weapon could be uud very
tffectivelv at short range for being thrown, or in a hand-to-hand conflict.

.(. HISELS

Beloiging to thîe celt class of tool or weapon are the objects knîown asachisels
Thieir chiief differeice consists of their being more slender in form than the celts,
and perhaps a larger-propQrtion of them are not so wel. tinished. In many cases
it is not unlikely thiat they are simply the worked-up odds and ends resulting

Fig.A140. Half diameter.

from the shattering of a boulder. In a few instances, however, they are well-
forned and highly polished, and occasional specimens are met with sharpened
at both ends. * The finest specimen of this kind in our collection was found in
Brànt county, figure 140.

All such tools as.may be included under the head axes or adzes and chisels are
congnonly known as "skinners," or "skinning stones.' It would, of course. be unsafe
to sy that they were not so emiployed.but there does not appear to be any reasor

Fig. 140a. Half diameter.

for the use of a special tool for sucli a purpose, especially when, in any event,
chipped chert or flint instruments must also have been employed, and with more
advantage.

Figure 140a represents an implement of this description, on which has been
eut what is usually understood to be a conventionalized human figure. As this
specimen is made from an argillaceous stone, unlike most implements of the kind
its use may have been different from that of those produced from harder material.
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GOUGES.

This class of tool is less frequently met with than are celts and chisels,
although they are forimed of the saine kind of stone. Thev vary in length from
four inches to fully a foot (figures 141 to 14-5). Some are hollowed fron end to

...... .

~ ______

Fig. 141. Two-thirds diameter.

end, and some for only from one-third to one-half of their length. In Western
Ontario the hollowed portion usually approaches the arc of a circlé, but in the
eastern part of the province most of the hollow is comparatively flat, having the

-

Fig. 142. Two-thirds diameter.

sides rise sharply, almost at an angle. .Many specimens of the latter kind have
been found in Lanark county.

-Like the celts thev are generally made to decrease gently in size towards the
head, as if they too lad been intended for attacbmeut to a handle and worked as

Fig. 143. Two-thirds- diameter.

adzes, for in many specimens it is observable that the upper portion of the hol-
lowed side is quite fliat, while the opposite side is rounded. In one specimen there

-is a slight transverse groove on the round side, indicating very clearly that in this

- zae



instance at least the intention was to bind the tool to a handle. As there is
scarcely any taper to this specimen, the groove may have been foùnd necessary
to keep the tool in position when fastened to its handle.

There is mucli diversity of opinion regarding the use or uses of the so-called
gouges. Thev have been referred to as tapping-tools for maple trees during the

Fig. 144. Seven-eighths diameter.

sugar-making season, without a thought being given to the obvious difficultv of
making -a deep enough incision with any tool of this kind, and wholly without any
regardto the imîpossibilities of subsequent boiling down " in clay pots or kettles.
Thev muav have been enploved in hollowing canioes, trough and wooden mor-
tars. Fire having first been applied, the gouges night have been advantageously
uised to chip away the charred naterial. It bas also been suggested that their
chief use was in the removal of bark from trees, either for use in making canoes,
or àhe walls of the wigwam. Some have regarded them nerel-y'as hide-dressers,
or flesh scraperS.

Fig. 145. Half diameter.

They may have been found useful in all of the three latter operations, or,
what is quite as likely, they may have been applied to some other use or uses
that we are not able even to guess at.

SLATE K1JIVES.

A somewhat rare form of stone relic found in Ontario is the slate knife-if
knife it be. Most of them are spear or lance-shaped (figures,146 to 148), and are
maade from that beautifully veined argillite known as Huronian slate. •OLhers are
made from a brown variety. Specimens of other shapes' are less common, but
usually mueh larger than the spear- shaped ones. One of ,the commoner forms is
emi-circular, the straight side being thick and strong, while the .round -side is

ground to a good cutting edge. Some have an upright handle, as figure 146a.
By some authorities these are regarded as being of Eskimo origin.* .lowever

* Of this the Rev. W. M. Beauchamp has no doubt. Mr. Beauchamp ha given much study to this
i.atter, 'and writes to me that 'he is convinced of their Eskimo (origi. M own belief is that they

e of Nascopie origin.
-For a full account of these, see Ethnological Results of the Point Barrow , by John Mur-

ch, in the Report of the Bureau of Ethnology -for 1887-88, pp. 150 to 164. Te figures given rerble
%ry closely the specimens found in Ontario, and it is noteworthy that slate is always used for the
1-kimo knives.
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this may be, tools of this type were, until quite recently, in use among the
Eskimo, and were known as women's knives, because employed in all such opera-
tions as fall to the lot of the women to perform, as, for example, the scraping of
raw hides and skins in preparation for clothing.

Fig. 146a. Half diameter (nearly).

Fig. t46. Two-thirds dia.

The spear-shaped knives found in this province were no doubt laslied to'-a
short shaft or handle, into which.the neèk of the tool was inserted, and it is to be
observed that in the majority of instances the necks ate. serrated as if to afford
rrip to the thongs or sinews binding the knife to the handle. It is worthy of
remark that the neck, or portion inserted in the handle, usually tapers consider-

ably, and the teeth formed by the notches point backwards, or awav fron the
eutting edge (figure 14S). At first siglit this would appear to be Iust the oppositu
of what 'was required to give the blade firnness in its socket, but when the action
of the tool is taken into account, this form and method of attachment were no
doubt the best that could be devised. The Eskimo .and other savages nearly
atways work the knife towaidis the body, never using the thumb to support the
blade.
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SHELL.

The waters of Ontario did not yield inaterial of this kind large enough or
strong enough to prove serviceable for a wide range of use. Small. helices, were

F g. 149. Full size.

perforated for beads, and the valves of the cominon unio or mussel, commonly
known as the clam, were employed as scrapers and if due may judge by appear-

Fig. 150. Full size.

ances, as slicks for snoothiný the inside of clay vessels when in the plastic state
(figures 149 dnd 150). Only a few specimens (not more than half-a-dozen) have

Fig. 151. Oie-fifth diameter.

come under mny notice, showing attempts to formn wampumn, or ear-draps, from
unio shells.
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The material in demand for such purposes was the shell of a large univalve
(Busycon perversum. chiefly) froim the Gulf of Mexico and eastern coast of Florida
(figure 151.J Such shells weigh several pounds, and portions of theni are nearly
one-fourth of an inch in thickness. Of these and a few other large kinds, wampum
and ornaments of various kinds were made. From specimens in the museum the
several steps in the manufacture may be followed. The shell appears first to
have been rudelv broken, then pieces were sawn by ineans of flint flakes into
strips of the required width. If for wampum, these would measure froni half an
inch to three-fourths of an inch across. and the next step was to eut off pieces

Fig. 152. Half diame.ter.

to formn squares which wvere subsequentl bored fromn each side thîrough the
middle, and, last of all, thec corners w ere rubbed down, and the pietes mnade as
nearly circular as possible.

Sometimnes large oval and pear-shaped portions of shell were employed as
gorgets, and were probably worn suspended from the neck (figures 152 and 153).
So far as I arn aware only one specimensof this kind bearing an in cised or engraved

y-k

Fig..153. Two-thirds diamneter.

device has ever been found in Ontario, althoughi such are of f requent occurrence
to the south of us. Mauny beautiful ones have been unearthed in Tennessee†
Georgia and other .States, where also the natives produced hoes, axes, gouges, pins,
labrets, drinking cuîps and even fish-hooks from Busycon perversum, and other
shiell.

*See Appendix J. J, K.

†ull descriptions of these mnay be found in General Thruston's Anti iuities of Tennessee, Pp. 322-352.3 Robt. Clarke & Co., Cincinnati, 1890.
lSee Art in Shell of the AncientrAmericans, by W. H. Hohmes, in report of Bureau of Ethnology, for1880-81. Washmugton, 18e.



Soie strings of wmîîqîpî in the Possession of tii pa 11n .Irjuis in Iumt.

e -cunt, are appar'ntlv mnade froî fragile (lioie river unio shel, inav of the
a ai are scarcelv more thlan a inillimeter in tliekness.

Anient comnrce with tle south for large shelis woull sqem to have x-
il4de that with the north west for catlinite and copper, if we imîay ja 1ïùe fromî

Fig. 154. Full size. Fig. 155. Full size.

what is exhumed, and notwithstanding the immense value that a large southern
shell must have possessed by the time it reached this country, we occasionally
find one or more of them in graves, from the shores of Lake Erie to the Georgian
Bay. It would not be an unfair comparison to estimate one as the equivalent of
a gold -w'atch, and yet they are placed side by side with the remains of departed
"braves." Figures 154 and 155 show respectively a pin ôf shell, and a circular
gorget perfectly plain.

CEREMONIAL OBJECTS.

Articles in considerabli variety of form, but mainly niade of striped (Huron-
ian) slate, the uses of which are totally unknown, generally go by the naime of

e ceremonial weapons.. The illustrations show a few of the more common s apes.
Those like figures 156 to 167 are called gorgets, or tablets and are suppos d by
somne to have been worn suspended from the neck as every-day ornament , but
as the holes seldom exhibit any signs of wear, it seems more probable that they
were not so employed. For the same reason they could not have been used for
irounding or smoothing thongs, and it is quite certain they were not shuttles,
because the aboriginal methods of weaving did not require the use of suci an
article.

(5 P.M.)
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The winged forms (banner-stones, so-called) are inuch more elaborate, and
the workmanship on many of them is remarkably good (figures 169 to 175). The
greater part of the work in making tablets consisted of rubbing thin pieces of
siate into shape, but in the formation of winged specimens much more was
required. for the imaterial hal to be at least an inch in thickness to admit of

Fig. 156. Full size.

boring the large central hole, aud this operation required a good deal of skill,
and inuch patience. After this was done, long and persistent pecking was
required to reduce the wings to the proper degree of thinness, as well as to pro-
duce the lesired outline. In nearly every case the barrel, or central portion in

Fig. 157. One-third diameter. Fig. 158. One third diameter.

line with the hole, projects equally on both sides, but sometimes -the winogs are
not symmetrically fornied (figure 175)*

Occasional specimens, also accurately bored, and having straight outlines,
are worked at each end almost to a sharp edge, and.have been referred to as
ceremonial axes (figure 176).

*Small specimens of this type, but having the barrel formed wholly on one side, have recently been
found by Mr. Clarence B. Moore in Volusia county, Florida. They measure little more than an inch anda q(uarter in length, and the greatest breadth of the wings was less than an inch. Mr. Moore does notmention the kind of stone. A much larger specimen, three and a half inches long, with symmetrical barrel
was found in the same place. It is referred to as a "Ceremonial Axe of Stone. 'Certain Sand Mounds
of thc St. Jolin's Rirer, Florida, by Clarence B. Moore. Part I, Philadelphia, 1894.



Fig. 162. One-third diameter. Fig. 163. One-third diameter.

intended to symbolize. Few of such objects exceed five inches in lenngth, but there
are some of slender proportions from six to eight inches long, and one unfinished
specimen in the Provincial Museum is abqut ten inches in length. In some

Fig. 165. One-third diameter.

instances there has not been any attempt to irnitate eyes (figure 178), even by mteans
of a depression, but in the majority of cases the eyes are enormously exaggerated,
and stand out like buttons on -a short stalk, f ully half an inch beyond the side of
the head (figure 179). In every'finished specimen a hole is bored diagonally through
the middle of each end of the base, upwards and downwards. If merely for suspen,
sion when being carried, one hole would be sufficient, but the probability is that

67

Those known as bird anulets," figures 177 to 180, bave. probablV been.found
more frequentlv in Ontario than in any other part if Anierica. Records of their
occurrence elsewhere are very rare, but some have ben found in New York

Fig. 159. Two-thirds diameter. - Fig. 160. Two-tirds diamreter.

State, and in O}hio. Althoug~h for convenience known as bird-amulets-most o>f
them being apparently highly conventionalized bird forms-now and again one
sees specimnens that are iiot suggestive of birds, whatever else they may have been

Fig. 161. One-third diameter.



these wxere intell fr fasteniin tl. ainuilets to s O etheI oleetI but wlat,
or for whalt p P nI. 1t kn1w I t hs eu e, tedI that tiese artliuls

Fig. 166. One-third diameter. Fig. 167. One-third diameter.

were worn on the crown of men's heads -as ornan1cns: that thev were worn in
the same way by wonien to indicate tiat ther were married; tiat thev were
employed in plaving a game-; that thev are totems of trihes or clans ; and that

Fig. 168. Unfinished Banner stone.

they were talismans in some way connected with the hunt for waterfowl. They
are, at all events, among the most curious and higbly finished specimens of Indian
handicraft in stone found in this part of America, and the collection of them in
the Provincial Archeological Museum is said to be the best that has been made.

Figs. 169, 170. Half diameter.

Another form is known as the " bar amulet " (figures-181 to 183). It invari-
ably has a fairly straight base, but the other sides take various curves, and there
is never any attempt to represent an animal. The holes, however, are ,bôred at
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the ends as in tI case of -the " bird amulets' A reinarkable exception to thismay be sen mi figure 18:3, where the perforations are inade, one froin each side.

Figs. 171, 172. lalf diameter.

Fig. 173. Quarter diameter. Fig. 174.^ Neatly full size.

STONE TUBES.

Fig. 176. Two-thirds diameter.

Fig. 175. Half diameter.

So little is known regarding the use of stone tubes that they might safely
be clased with so-called "ceremonial" articles. They have been described as
tobacco pipes, as simple forms of telescope, as instruments for blood-létting, and

,. i iU
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as part of the melicine-man's ontfit. Nothing would seen more reasonale than
that in.the evolution of the tobacco pipe the straight forii should have preceded
the curved one, and yet there is no evidence that any of the stone tubes found
in Ontario were so used. Some of the specimens we have are too large, soime aie

Fig. 177. Ilalf diameter.

too sniall, and others are'not the righf, shape. A .fragrnentary specimen is said
to have been originally upwards of a foot in length.~ The hole is about three-
fourths of an. inch inr4iameter in the portion we possess, and is sail to have been

Fig. 179. Half dianfeter.

uniforn throughout; another specime'n in perfect condition is seven inches long
with a hole only three-eighths of an inch in diarneter all the way through, and
shorter specimens have a wide hole at one endi, and-ery sall ane at the other.

The -last fon is the only one that is suggestive of a possible pipe, but I was in-
formed by the late Rev. Archdeacon McMurray, of Niagara, that he had seen
tubes of this kind used in the " North west "* for bleedingc purposes.- The wide
end was placed over the affected part -pieces of ignited bark were -dropped

The time referred to by him was many'years ago-perhaps fifty-and the Northwest then meant the
country about Lake Superior.



through the hole froin the upper end whieh was subsequently covere.d with th
thumb while the tube was firmly held in place.

It is not improbable that some of these tubes were used for lrinking pur-
poses during those periods of life when persons were prohibited fromn allow ing
water to touch their lips, if it could be shown that this custoi was ever practised

Fig. 181. Half diameter.

by the Indians here. as we know it to have been among other peoples. Indeed,
the custom is a widely spread one, and not by any means contiined to the con-
tinent of Anierica.

'In Ujiji, Cameron saw an old chief sucking pombé, the native.beer through
a reed, ahd later on, in his narrative, w learn that the reed is generallv used for
the purposes of drinking." 'Among the Narringeri of Australia, when youb

Fig. 182. Two-thirds diameter.

men are to be initiated into the rank of warriors, during the ceremonies thev are
allowed to drink water, but only by sucking if up through a reed."-

short tubes, not more than two or three inches long, and disproportionately
thick, were probably worn suspended as ornamerts.

The only tubes in the provincial collection nit made of Huronian slate, are
Of a material strongly resembling in color and appearance, the lithographie
stone of (Germany.-

Fig. \8.3, Half diameter.

Fig. 184. Showing position of holes on under side of Fig. 183.

In all probability the boring of the tubes was accomplished by ineans of
flints fastened to wooden shafts, but whatever the process was it iust lave been
an exceedingly slow one. In the larger specimens, drill marks are quite clear, but in
the snaller ones the holes have been rubbed smooth after the boring was completed.

*Frorn the. Medicine-men of the Apache, by Capt.J. G. Bourke, in the report of the Bureau oT-.-
Ethnology for-1887-88. In this paper Capt. Bourke refers to th¢usé of copper cylinders, bones, reeds and
stone tubes*for drinking purposes among the native Mexicans, Brazilins, Eskimos, Hindoos (Brahmans)
and others, and quotes Schoolcraft as mentioning'''suction pipes of stetite" found by him in mounds.
These, Capt. Bourke says, "may have been the equivalent of our drinking reeds.' .
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BONE TOOLS, E'i.

Many tools and a w ornaients were made of !one aiid orni, but n>
weapoinS appear to have been pi-oduced froni these iaterials, unless we include
those known as larpoons having one or more barbs. (Figures 184 to 180

Fig. 184a. lailf diameter.

On accon t of .the extensive use of bone by tl7e Eskimo there is a strong tempta-
tion to ref many of our specimens of this kind to Innuit origin, especially as
the resemb -e of ours to theirs is often very moarked. But, in this respect,

Fig. 185. Half diameter.

there does not appear to be any more reason for so doing than there is for attri-
buting. the same origin to flints, vessels of soap-stone and some other things.
Stili, when we take into account the Huron-Iroquois tradition as to the former

Fig. 186. Two thirds diameter.

abiding place of the nation on the north shore of the gulf of St. Lawrence, we
may at-once concede the probability of strong Eskimo influences affecting the
work of our Indians. That bands of these people habitually found their way south
and west of the.Ottawa is extremely improbable, and it has not been shown that
they ever resided berèbefore the advent of our Indians. Anything, therefore, in-
dicative of Eskimo influence may be. accounted for as already mentioned, by the

* old-time contiguity of the peoples, "down by the sea,":if, indeed, not the work-
manship of the Montagnais-Nascopies, who, it seems clear, occupied a large
portien of eastern Ontario at some distance back from the St. Lawrence.



Figure 187 represents a tish-hook found in V ietoria cunutv. Barbed bone
bîooks are extrenelv rare. J have heard of two or three others but this is the
only one I ever saw. It is not too unreasonable to suppose white intiuence to
have beun at workl here at a comparatively recent date.

Fig. 187. Full siz.

It bas been noticed that articles made of bone are much more· frequently
found in sorme partsuof the country than in others. In the Ottawa and St. Law-
rence counties few bone specimens occur. In the old Huron country they are
comparati.ely rare, and not many are found in the western counties. On the other
hand large numbers have been collected in the neighborhood of Toronto, of Brant-
ford, and in North Hastings county.

Fig. 188. Full size.

Awls are the most common form of bone tool. They are from two inches to
eight or ten inches in length. They are sometimes spoken of as needles, but it
is most.likelyothat their use was to perforate bark and skin before inserting the
thong or fibre employed for sewing. Figure 188 illustrates a perfect specimen of
this kind.

ig. 189. Full size.

Another forrn also known as a needle is shown at figure 189. It was almoit
certainly employed in the netting of snow-shoes, and in the making of grass mats,
for passing the binding string or thong of sinew or root fibre in and outamong
the stalks of grass as they hung suspended froni a bar in front of the wokker. •It

is<therefore, more like a shuttle, although it was not shot. An unfinished Ojibwa
int in the Provincial Museum, yet attached to the origi a1 bar, shows how the
work was end is performed by the native women.

As pins to fasten clothing on the persoi bone was the best material procur-
able, and it is not unfilëly that many of the so-called needles were employed in

vJ
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this way. Specialized foimïs are fouild occasionally on which sone pains lhave
been taken b)v wav of ornaimentation, a ivay be seen by figurex. 190 and 101.
Pins of this kind are generally spoken of as pottery mairkers, but asa ruile the
lesigns n Indian elay vessels ruquired no siecial tiol.

Fig. 192a. Half diameter. Fig. 192b. Half diameter.

Impleaents,for dressing skins very effectively were made fr'om the metacarpal
bones of large qùadrupeds like the moose, caribou and common deer (figures 192a
and 192b). Sone of these tools are quite.smooth at the -scraping edge, as figure
192a, while others, like 1 92b are neatly notched to give them ádditional gril.

rr
oth



F'e 190. Fuail ec

Fig. 191i. Ses en-.i; hts diameter.

Fig.193. Half dianeter.

Fig. 191. Full size.

three tools referred to, one hastheoles as Sho n while tetheyhls sshwn in thie figure C(-) wietothers have only one each, as in the Point Barrow specirnen of Mr. Murdoch.
*Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethriology, 1887-88, p. 299.
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hbat muay bave been three tools of this k
. t .at 11 It is n o t c a sy to ) a v .scaper sin ilarly boire<I. withîout inuaking any referet ei to thle e. )te

t g 9.Fullsie



A knife-like forin of wtiat iay also have been a scraper is shown at figure 19:

C~nibs (figures 194 to 137 haI anl tallv-bones (Figure , .froin half an
inch to thiee incihes loing (figure , pndants and even ipes Ive maef

Fig. 198. Half Fig. 199. Full size.,
diameter.

Fig. 196. Two-thirds
dianieter.

Fig. 197.

bone. The last class of bone objects it should be said'is very seldom seen. OnIly
one has corne into our possession so far, and it may have been a make-shift
figure 199).
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J t 2rUî, -pln.a ~ 1s 200 to 20: w tH.e I'r<q 22 I\ n 1 tIiree-fourtl. jue 'i ui 0 ua t ra(e than
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Fig. 200. Fig. 201.
F g 03.

Fig. 202.
S length. Both are grooved at one end as if to produce a patter n one gsoft-perhaps for drawing Unes to ornament articles-of clothing.



Carving in the proper sense w s seldon attempted in bone. The pins already
refeire l to bad their ornament'ation etected simply by means of notches and lines,
but in tigures 204 to 206 we bave -omething more pretentious.

- Î

Fig. 204. Full size. Fig. 205. Full size. Fig. 206. Full size.

Figure 204 is whale-like in outline. 205 was probably worn as a pendant
as was also 206, which is the best specimen of carving in bone in the Provincial
Museun.{ The neek is penetrated by a small hole from side to side.

àr

Fig. 207. Haf diameter.

Figure 207 is fairly-well carved specimen of uncertain use found mear
Toronto.

Fig. 208. Full size.

Many carpal bones like figure 208 are found, more or less rubbed down, but
it is not known with whatî ntion

k
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HORN DIILEMIENTS.

Objects of liorn are more seldom met with than those of lone, no doubt
partly on account of the comparative scarcity of'the substance, and perhaps be-

sAr1

Fig. 209. Half diameter.

èause it is more liable to decay. Chi'sels, so-called. may have been used fotbark-
ing trees, an, for skinninr anlimals they would bave been quite as serviceâli as

K l l îM mi

Fig. 210. Half diameter.

the stone celts. Figures 209 and 210 show what such bone tools ire like. The
smaller.one is peculiar in having a hole, as if it were carried on the person.

Fig. 211. Three-quarter diameter.

Specimens like figure 211 have been employed to smooth cords of some
kind as shown by the grooves on opposite sides of the prongs-one is seefn in the
eut.
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Fig. 214. Seven tid a half inches long.

time until the inserted shaft dried and retained its improved condition. Wooden

arrow-straighteners of similar shape are still used by some westerr United

States Indians.

What are e 11i, afr'-w-strai ita n are ilu-traI by ti4guî 212 to 214.

Thi-v ail \xhih It such ~ 1s of wear >n th 0iî
1 n.iy m lîiho a s to) warrant

Fig. 212. Half diameter. Fig. 213. One-third diameter.

the belief that they were employed as their name indicates, to straighten arrow

shafts, either by using the tool as a pinch, or by weighting i t with stones for a

-s

-s
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TEETH.

The teeth of bears, wolves and other animals were used as neekiaces. TIhev
were usuallv either bored or notched at the root end for being strung. Vigure ,l5
represents the tooth of a bear which. although founi in a grave, i neither
notched nor bored.

Fig. 215. Full size.

TOTEMS.

In view of the totemism which was so characteristic of American aborigines,
one would be warranted in concluding that even this rude heraldie systemquld
have led to the production of numerous representations of the animals adopte'd
as symbols of various clans. On the contrary, however, specimens of thi*
kind are exceedingly rare. In private-collections it may be presumed that there
are some, but, so far, only three pieces that may be fairly looked upon as totems'

Fig. 216. Full size. Fig. 218. Full size.

have reached our cases. Two- of these (figures 216 and 218), of thin slate, one
may guess to be a wolf and a bear, or perhaps the latter is meant for a beaver,
or an otter. The third is recognizable beyond doubt as a turtle (figure 219.)

Fig. 219. Full size.

Of course it is not certain that these relics are totems, or, are intended to
represent totems. The scarcity of such objects would favor the conjecture, if not-',
the conclusion, that totemism did not, to the native mind, imply the necessity. or
even the expediency of thus typifying. tribal symbolie animals for any purpose.
corresponcing to our use of armoriai bearings whether of families or of nations,
but that the totem was regarded as a name- and, nothing more. It may ·have
been that totemic sîhinbos- were usually depicted. or wrought, on perishable
materials like skin and bark, in which case none need now be looked for.

(6 P.M.)
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MISCELLANEOS.

.Speciimens are frequently found that baffle us in our -atteipts to decide
tleir use. Some of those haye already been mentioned as bird amulets, and illus-
tritions of other forins (figres 220 to 22.5), are here given. Figure 221 imay

Fig'. 221. Half -~
. diameter..

Fig. 222. Two-thirds Fig. 223. Two-thirds
diameter. diameter.

Fig. 224.

bave been a pendant, and 225 may have been worn as an ear-drop, but what of
the others ? The position of the hole in each (and sometimes there are two) does

Fig. 225. Half diameter.

not indicate that it was bored merely for the object to bang by when carried on
the person. They are all made.of slate and must have been useless as tools.

Fig. 220. 'R
diameter.



There is little doubt that figure 226 was a tool of soie sort, but its use i:
uncertain. The peculiar cross-section of the working end and the

Fig. 227.
Fig. 226. Twothirds diameter. Cross section.

wear su est that it has been emploved in soime nanner to twist fibres, but even
this rmay be a wide guess.

Fig. 228. Fig. 229. Two-thirds diameter.

Figure 228 is equally problematical as to use, and what- may be said about
figure 229? In outline it is not unlike the pipe, figure 131, but it is much larger

Fig. 230. Nearly full size. Fig. '31. Full size.

than pipes were usually made by Ontario Indians. an unfinished specimen
it possesses many instructive features as to methods of wo4-ing stone.
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The small.stone cup (figure 230) belongs to the class called paint-cups, but
which may have been something very different. Figure 231 may have been

Fig. 232. Two-thirds diameter.

used as a short tube, or 'as a large bead, and figure 232 is a well-finished and

peculiarly formed Huronian slate pebble neatly bored.

STONE CARVING.

Aside from carvings made on stone pipes, we meet with few other speci-
mens. Figure 233 is in gypsum, and bas a strong dash of the European in its
execution, rude us it is, but figure 234 is of bard limestone, and bears every

Fig. 233. Full size. Fig. 234. Full size.

mark of aboriginal treatment, although the design is greatly superior to most
attempts of the kind, and the head-dress has an un-Indian appearance. On one
of the stonte pipes. figure 114, a head is carved quite similar in style.

M16.



COPPER IMPLEMENTS, ETC.

All the copper used by the Indians was treated.simply as a malleable stone:
and neither melted nor smelted. As only native copper could be soemployed, the

Fig. 235. Fuli size, with cross-section of blade.

mnaterial -was procured from the shores of Lake Superior. Floating stories as to
the moulding and tempering of aboriginal edge-tools made firom copper are

Fig. 236. Half diameter.

utterly without foundation. As a substance for tools and weaponsÀt does notsèem to have been much used, and for ornaments, even less. For the former

Fig. 237. Half diameter. Fig. 238. Full size.

purpose its toughness was its chief recommendation, and for the latter, its bril-liancy when polished. Chisels and axes of copper couid be ground to'a good

Fig. 239. 'Full size.

cutting edge, but one that woid have^to be renewed very frequently. Adzeschiselsand spears1ere almost the principal tools or weapons made of copper.



In the fabrication of these articles the Indians developed a new mechanical idea,
viz., the formation of a socket for handle attachment (figures 2.'- to 240) in place

Fig. 240. Quarter diameter.

of the tine which originated with the flaking process, and was, indeed, a neces-
sity of it.. Such sockets were formed by merely bending the edges, of the metal
enough to give a hold to the inserted shaft or þandle, and no attempt was made

Fig. 241. Half diameter.

to bring the edges together. somewhat well-formed-axe or adze'with a socket
of this kind was found on te Kaministiquia,*.(figure 240), and is the heaviest
tool of the kind in the Provincial Museum. °

Fig. 242. Half diameter. Fig. 243.- Half diameter.

Occasionally a.knife-like specinen is found (figures 242 to 244) the tine of
which suggests a wooden or bone handle, but in figr ' the tine itself is

Fig. 244. One-third diameter.

rounded on the edges as if foi- ease in grasping it. A most remarkable knife or
saw form is shown at figure 245. When placed with the human remains it was care-
fully wrapped in beaver-skin, a portion of which is still adherent to it. Lance forms

*From this neighborhood also bave come some long copper spikes, sharpened at both ends, "one of
which was no doubt fixed in a handle. At the end of a long pole one of these would have proved a most
effective weapon.



I-
similarly tined are shown at figures 246 to 250, all of which may have
been used as knives, ift indeed, they were not mnerely articles of "braverie'"
for state occasions, and the same inay be stpposed of the axes or chisels, figuresI

Fig. 246. Two-thirds
diameter.

Fig. 251. . Half diameter.

Fig. 245. Half diameter. Fig. 248. Full size.

252 to 255, although a few of them look as' if they might have been intended for
cutting. 253 shows free silver, a most conclusive proof, if proof were required
that no smelting was resortéd to.

87
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Fig..247. Half
diameter.
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Fig. 249. Fuil size. Fig. 250. Two-thirds diameter.

Fig. 254.
&llbout half diameter.

b

Fig. 255.

Fig.252. Half dis.



For ornamental purposes, as already remarked, the use of copper was very
limited. Beads (figures 257 and 259) and (more rarely still) bracelets were made
of it, and afew specimens have be found like pendants (figures 256'and 258.)

Fig. 258. Full size.

Fig. 256. Full uize. Fig. 257. Full size

Recent studies of copper, more .especially those of Mr. Clarence B. Moore of
Philadelphia and Prof. Cushing of Washington, have thrown much new light on
aboriginal methods of working in this metal, and it is now certain that not only
did some southern tribes produce rude sheet copper, but that they had reached
the art of riveting.

Fig. 259. Futll size.

In this part of the continent, however, no such stage of mechanical advance-
ment was attained in copper-working, if it was ever worked at ail, for it may be
that al we find was procured in its finished form near the source of supply.
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STONE DISCS.

Stone discs (figures 260 to 263) of sizes vaiying from little more than an
inch to three inches'in diameter are sometimes found in Ontario ht their occur-
rence is not nearly so frequent as in some of the States. Th t<TîLLy U nerfectly

Fig. 260. Two-thirds diameter. Fig. 261. Two-thirds diameter.

plain, or perforated in the centre, or hollowed on the sides. Those last
mentioned (figure 260) are said to have been used in a game by being rolled

Fig. 262. Two-thirds diameter. - -- .Fig. 263. Two-thirds diameter.

along the ground towards a mark. Perhaps the largest -of the perforated dises
(figure 261) were Jor a similar purpose, and it is not improbable that the small-
est, like 262 and 263, were. worn as beads or pendants.

-- ~,; -,<
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Huron-Iroquois skull.



CONCLUSION.

The day is past when even it teligent men felt they could afford to laugh at
geologists as " stone-breakers," and still more recently at archæeologists as ",grave-
diggers." Lyell, Lubbock, De Nadaillac, Tyjor, Hale, Brinton, and scores of other
distinguished writers have shown, directly or indirectly, how intimately archme-
ologyrx is related to ethnology. - But such proof was hardly necessary, one might
suppose, when, by the light of modern:science, he may predicate much concerning
the people whose arms, tools, and utensils he is privileged to examine. Some-
thing of this sort has, indeed, always been possible, but ohly in a very general
way, and quite valueless in regard to problems affecting the unity and diversity
of races, their comparative standing at different periods or in different places, their
capacity for development, and their relationship to man, as we kno.w him to-day,
whether at his best or at his worst.

Tn the pursuit of this study language holds a deservedly high place, perhaps
the highest, but after the archology of words lias completed its task. riuch
remains to be performed through the archeology of things, and it happens, not
unfrequently, that only by the latter ïs it possible to effect any results at all.
Languages and dialects many must have lived and died previous to 1492, as
others have since that date, and all that' remains to represent the old-tinie
speakers consists, it may be, in a few stone hammers, 9 few flaked flints, a l>one
needle or two, and some sherds of rude pottery. In the Old World it is the saie,
and there we find the ancient cave an.d lake dwellings, the kitchen-middens, and
the barrows .closely scrutinized that they may yield every particle of evidence
they contain concerning * our "rude forefathers," rude,-indeed, in a sense not
contemplated by the poet.f There, the word-archæologist is at a serious dis-
advantage ; here he is fortuna,tely able to institute comparisons between numer-
ous well-attested old forms, and the usage Of living tongues. There, however, on
account.of the belief that pre-historic races are either extinct or only remotely
connected with living. ones, a peculiar"interest attaches itself to the pursuits of the
archæologist proper. Here,7 the contrary, owing to the one fact that we have
numerous representatives of the aborigines living, and to the -other fact that savage
life as we see. it.exemplified in most cases, is neither roniantic nor otherwise
attractive, too many people find it difficult-to dissociate the.study of the pastand
the present, and far less are they prepared to admitthat observations made enong
the living are worthy of a nmoment's consideration. To them it is not true that
-'tbe proper study of mankind is man," but .only wheat, cattle, merchandise, or

manufactures. Stillthe proportion*of those who take this view in Ontario is prob-
ably less'than in any other country in the world, thanks to our educational systern,
and the tconsequently bigh'average measure of.intelligence, and it is therefore not
surprising to find so large a number of persons who take a deep, intellectual
interest in all that concerns primitive life in America. To this class thanks are
due for information and active assistance given towards forming a Provincial
Archoeological Museum. The names of these coadjutors are. too numerous to
give here, -but they have appeared from. time to time in the Archæological
Reports.

No clain is set up tha the study of Indian archæology in Ontario is of a
superior kiùd as- compared ith tie study of eaily life exemplitie.d by' its relics

* "Each i is narrow cell forever laid,
The ru eé forefathers of the hamlet sleep"

-Gray's Elegy.

!1
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in any other part of the world; iùdeed, no proper comparison of this sort can be
made. Aboriginal peop'es everywhere present· points of similarity and difference,
and each people must be observed separately,or as one of a group into which it may
naturally fall. What we do cláim for the study here is that, independent of its;
general value as an ethnological factor, the- duty is plainly ours to investigate the
ground that forms our own country, to collect material for the examination of all
who are now, or who may become, students, and to record results faithfully as an
addition. to the common stock of-knowledge.

On the broad platform of humanity we are quite as much concerned regard-
ing results deducible from investigations carried on in Madagascar, Mashonaland,
New Zealand, Korea, or Fiji, but while others a.re doing their share. of the work
in these parts of the world, it is surely only right and reasonable that we
should do ours at home. If we do not, outsiders will hardly permit so rich a
field to lie fallow very long.. Indeed, a considerable amount of. work has already
been accomplished in the province by foreigners. Officiais and attaches of the
Smithsonian Institution have pursued linguistic studies at numerous points,
besides having done soine exploring for archæological pirposes, and it is well
known that as far back as fifty.years, German savants opened ossuaries in the
county of Wentworth, and met with much success in their quest for relics to
illustrate early life in America.

Perhaps more nonsense has been penned about the American Indian that
about the natives of any other country or continent. Hlis origin, his condition,
his capabilities, and his destiny have supplied fruitful themes for theorists. The
word Indian itself is nearly always used as if there was little or no difference
among the tribes or nations so-called, while en the other hand there was for a
long time a disposition to impose upon us a fictitiously specialized race known as
the Mound Builders. The truth i a Indians, while possessing many points of
agreement in character, presente as much tribal divergence as one may find
among any savage, people anywhere else, and the Mound Builders were only
Indians with a predilection for the construction of earth-heaps. For similar
reasons we might call the Hurons, Pit Diggers, »nd thé Iroquois, Longhouse
Makers.

Huron-Iroquois skull.
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APPENDIX.

Thé following citations from the Travels of Peter Kalm are interesting. This
traveller paid much more attention to'sociological details than did many who
preceded him, and whose opportunities were infinitely superior. Considerable
allowance, however, must be made for the fact that even in his day many aborig-
inal habits had become modified, and some had wholly fallen into disuse. In
cases of this kind it is surprising how soon thy'natives themselves not only lose
all k'nowledge of former practices, but even adopt the absurd theories or beliefs of
white men. Confusion of ideas begins in the second generation foliowing.desue'
tude, and utter forgetfulness speedily succeeds. Nor is this to be wondered at
among a people devoid of power to record their thoughts otherwise than by
means of rude pictographs. I have met several Indians who had.never heaid of
scalping, and who showed much interest in learning how it was done.

A.

Kalm. Travels into North Americai-(174850), Vol .IL, p. 37, London, 1771.

Their hatchets were made of stone... ... They are made like a wedge
sharp at one end, but rather blunter than aur wedges. As this hatchet aust be
fixed on a handle, there was a notch made all round the thick end. ,To fasten it,
they split a stick at one end, and put the stone*between it, so-that the halves of
the stick came into the notches of the stone; then they tied the two. split ends
together with a rope or something like it, almost in the same way as smiths
fasten the instrument with which they eut off iron, to a split stick.* Some of
these stone hatchets were not notehed.or furrowed-at the upper end, and it seems
they only held those in their hands in order to hew or. strike withhem, and did
not make handles to them. Most of the hatchets which I have een, consisted of
a hard rock stone; but some · were made of a, fine, hard, blask, apyrous stone.
When the Indians intended to fell a thick, strong tree they could not make use
of their hatchets, but for want of proper instrundents employed fire. They set
fire to a great quantity of wood at the roots of the tree and made it fall by that
meà s. But that the fire might not reach, higlier than they would bave it, they
fa4ened some rags to a pole, dipped them into water, and kept continually wash-
ing e tree, a little above the fire, Whenever they intended to hollow out a
thick tree for a canoe, they laid dry branches all along the stem of the tree, as
far as it must be hollowed out. They then put fire to those dry branches, and
as soon as they were burnt they were replaced by others. Wh' e these branches
were burning, the Indians were very busy with wèt rags, nd pouring water
upon the tree, to prevent the fire trom spreading too far on e sides and ·at the
ends. The tree being burnt hollow as far as they found iesufficient, or as far as
it -couldwithoiît damaging the canoe, they took Mhe above described stone
hatchets, or sharp flints and quqartzes, or sharp shells, and scraped off the burnt
part of the wood, and smoothened the boats within. By this. means they like-
wise gave it what shape they pleased. . . . . The chief use of their hatche'ts
was, according to the accounts of all the Swe s, to make'good fields for maize

This is white man's lore. Even sniths never attac hand es in this way. They twisted a withe
round the head of the tool, and the ends when brought to th f meêd the handle, which was usually from
one to two Teet long, and bound with iron rings, one close the ead, one at the end, and sometimes one
in the middle.

1- A colony o! Swedes settled at an early date in the southern portionsopf New York and Peasyl-
vania, then called New Sweden.
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plantations; for if the ground where they intended to make a maize field was
covered with trees, they cut off the bark aIl round the trees with .their hatchets,
especially at the time when.they lose their.sap. Bythat means the tree became
dry, aiýl could not take any more. nourishment, and the leaves could no longer
obstruet the rays of the sun from passing. The smaller trees *ere then pulled
uut by main force, and the ground was a little tirned up with crooked or .sharp
branches.

B.

VOL. IL, p. 41. CLAY AND STONE POTS.

The old boilers or kettles of the Indians-were either made of clay or of
diffèrent kinds of pot-stone (Lapis o Tus). 'he former consitted of a dark clay,
mixed with grains of white sand or quartz, and burit in the fire. Many of these
kettles have two holes in the upper margin, on each side, through which the
Indians put a stick, and held the kettle over the fire as long as it was to boil.
Most of the kettles-have no feet A few of the oldest .Swedes could
yet remember seèing the Indians boil their -meat in these pots."

The following sentence refers to sfone pots, but the description is
somewhat confused and-contradictory: " They are very thin and of different sizes;
they aye made sometiies of a greenish, and sometimes of a grey pot-stone; and
some are ma.de of another speciet. of apyrous stone; the bottom and the margin
are frequently above an inch thick.e

VOL..III., p. 272. CLAY AliD WOODEN POTS.

Kettles of copper or brass, sometimes tinned in the inside. In these the
Indians now boil their meat, and they have a very great runt with them. They
formerly made use of eairthen or wooden pots, and threw in red-hot stones to
make them oboil.

D.

VOL. II., p. 95, et seq. FooD.

"Some of the old S-wedes were yet alive, who in their younger years had an
intercourse with the Indians, and had seen the minutie of their economy;- I was,
therefore, desirous of knowing which of the spontaneous herbs theys made.use of
for food at that time ; -and all the old men agreed that the following plants were
what they chiefly consumed:.

HoPNIss. or Hapniss was the Indian name of a wild plant which they ate'at
that time. . . . The roots resemble potatoes, and were boiled by the Indians,
who eat them instead of bread. Some of the Swedes at that time, likewise ate
this root for want of bread. Some of the English still 'eat them instead of pota-
toes. Mr. Bartram told me that the Indians w*ho live further in the country do
not only eat these roots, which are equal in goodness to potatoes, but likewise
take the peas which lie in the pods of this plant, and prepare them like common
peas. Dr. Linnæus calis the plantGlycine Apios.

* A fine specimen of such a vessel made f rom a coarse soapstone may' be seen in our collection. aIt was
found in West Virginia. Ruder forms from the-District of Columbia were procured by exchange from the
snithsonian Institution.

tThat is, the French have a very rapid sale-for sucb kettles among the Indians.
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KATNISS is another Indian amè of a plant, the r ôf <which they were
likéwise accustomed to Sat when hey lived here. It ws in low, mudldy and
very wet ground. The root is oblong, commonly an i i and a half long, and an
inch arid a quarter broadin the middle ; but some of .he roots have been as big
as a man's fist. *The Indians either boiled this root or roasted it in hot ashes.

. .. The taste, was nearly the same with that of potatoes. When the
Indians come down to the coåast, and see the turnips of the »wropeans, they lise-
wIse give them the name of Katni8s. Their Katniss is an arrow-head oar Sagit-
aria, and is only a variety of the Swedish arroe-head, or Sagittaria sagittifolia,

for rhe plant above the groundis entirely the. same, but the root underg-ound is
much greater in the. American than-in the.European.

TAW.Ho and Taw-him was the Indianname of another pl'nt which they
eat. Some of them likewise calleq it TuckaJ. . . . The roots often grow to
the thickness of a man's thigh.[!] When they are fresh they have a pungent taste,
and are reckoned a poison in that fresh state. Nor did thé Indians ever venture
to eat thema raw, but prepared them-in the following ri;nner: They gathered a
great heap of these roots, dug a great long hole, sometimes two or three fathoms
and upwards in length, into which they put the roots, and covered them- with the
earth that .had been taken out of the -hole; they made a great fire above it, which -
burnt till they thought proper to remove it.; and then they dug up the roQts, 'nd
ensumed them with great avidity. These roots w'hen prepared in this manner,

arn told, taste like potatoes. . . . This Taw-ho is the Arum Tirginicim,
or Virginian Wake-robin.. ......... ........

TAW-KEE is another plant, so-called by the Indians who eat it. Some of
thin call it Taw-kim, and others Tackvim... ... The Indians pluck the
se'da-nd keep them for eating. -They cannot be eaten fresh or raw, but must be
dried. The jndians were.forced to boil, them repeatedly iu water, before they
were fit'for use; and then they ate them like pease... ... This Taw-kee
was the Orontiun aquaticum:

BILBERRIES were likewise .a very common dish among the Indians. They
are called Huckleberries by the English þere. . . . . The Indians formerly
plucked them in abundance every year, dried them.either in the sunshine or by
the fire-side, and. afterwards .repared. them for eating, in different manners.
. .On my travels tj gh the :coujtry of the- Iroquese,,they offered
me, whenever they designed o eat rle welI', fresh maize-bread, baked in an
oblong shape, mixed with dried Hckleberries which lay as close in it as the raisins
in a plumb-pudding.

E.1

Vol. II., p. 114. INDIAN CORN.

The Indians had their little plantations of maige in many places.

VOL. II., p. 116. eDRINK.

They likewise prepared a kind of liquor, like milk, in the followingjmanner.
They gathered a great many hickory nuts and walnuts frorÉi the black walnut-
trees, dried and crushed themn; then they took out the kernels, pounded thern so
fine as flour, and' mixed this flour with water, which took a milky hue fre>m themi
ad was as sweet-as milk.
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VOL. Il., p. 116, CLAY PIPES.

They had tobacco-pipes of clayi, manufactured by themselves, at the time
the Swedes arrived here; they did not always smoke true tobacco, bùt made use
of another plant ihstead of it, which was unknown to the old Swedes, but.of which
he assured me is not the common mullein, or Verbcscum Thapsus, which is
generally called dndian Tobacco here.

H.

VOL. II., p. 117.-RELIGION.

"As to their religion, the old inan* tiought it very triflih , and even believed
that they had none at ail; when they heard loud claps of thunder they said that,
the evil spirit was angry; some of them said they believed in a God who lives in
heaven. The old Swede once walked with an Indian, and they met with a red-
spotted snake on the road ; the old man therefore went to seek a stick in order
to kill the snake, but the Indian begged he would not touch it because he adored
it. Perhaps the Swede would not have killed it, but on hearing that it was the
ndican's deity, he took a stick and killed it in the presence of the Indian, saying

«Because thou believest in it, I think myself obliged to -kill it. "†-

VOL. I., p. 261.-WAMPUM.

Many people at Albany make the Wampum of the Indian8, which is their
ornament and mone.y, by grinding some kinds of shells and mussels; this is a
considerable profit to the inhabitants.

J.

VOL. III., p. 273. WAMPUm.

Wanipum, or as théy are here called, porcelains. They are made of a par-
ticular kind of shells, and turned into little short cylindrical beads, and serve the
Indians for money and ornament.

VOL. III., p. 178.-THE HURONS.

QUEBEC, August the 21st, 1749.
To-day there were sonie people of three Indian nations in this country with

the Governor-General, viz., Hurons, Mickmacks and Anies,‡the last of which are
nation of the Iroquese and allies of the English, and were taken prisoners in the

last war.
The Huronsare some of the same Indians with those who live at Lorette, *

and have received the Christian religion. They are tall, robust people, well-
* The informant of Peter Kalm, in these points, was one Nils Gustafson, ninety-one years of agè -. As

this was in î749, the references no doubt exténdedowell back into the previous century.

- t A few " old Swedes " survive.
"Probay 4idoes;" Kalm says in a foot-note ; and this supposition is confir-med when, in descr ibing

Sthem, he say hey tre as tall as the Hurons, whose~ language they speak."



shaped, and of a.copper color. None of them wear hats or caps. Some have
earrings, others not. Many of them have the face painte-d ail over with vermil-
lion; others have only strokes of it on the forehead Apd near the cars and some
paint their hair with vermillion. Red is the color they chiefly make use of in
painting themselves.; but I have likewise seen some who had daubed their face
with a black color. Many of them have figures in the face and on the whole
body, which are'stained into the skin so as to be indelible. The manner of making
them shall be described in the sequel.* These figures are commonly black ; some
ha e a snake painted in each cheek, some have several crosses, some an arrôw,
oth rs the sun, or anything else their imagination leads them to. They have such
figu4es likewise on the breàst,'thighs and other parts of the body; but some have
no figures at all. They wear a shirt which is either white or checked, and.2 a
shaggy piece of éloth, which is either blue or white, with a blue or red -sti pe
below. This they always carry o'ver their shoulders, or let it hang down, in which
case they wrap it round their middle. Round their neck they have a string of
violet wampums, with little white wampums, between them. These wampums
are small, of the figure of oblong pearls, and made of the shells which the English
call clams (Venus Mercenaria, Linn.). I shall make a more particular mention
of them in the sequel. At the end of the wampum strings, many of the Indians
wear a large French silver coin, with the King's effigy, on their breasts. Others
have a large shell on the breast, of a fine white color, which they value very
high, and is very dear; others, again, have no ornament at all round the neck.
They all have their breasts uncovered. Before them hangs their tobacco-pouch,
made of the skin of an animal, and the hairy side turned outwards. Their shoes
are made of skins. . . . '. Instead of stockings, they wrap the legs i pieces
of blue cloth, as I have seen the Russian boors do.

Of the Anies (or Oneidas, a name then often applied to the Iroquois as a
whole) he says: "They are as tall as the Hurons, whose language they speak. The
Hurons seen to have a longer, and the Anies a rounder face. The Anies have
something cruel ien their looks, but their dress is the same as that of the other
IndianAs. They wear an oblong °piece of tin between the hair, which lies on the
neck. One of those I sa'w had taken a flower of thé rose mallow out of a garden,
where it was in full bloom at this time (Auguàt), and put it among the hair at the
top of his head. Each of the Indians† has a tobacco pipe of grey limestone,
which is blackened afterwards, and has a long tube of wood."

Efstbwhere he describes the blackening process as being accomplished by
smearing the pipe with grease, and holding it.over. a flame.

.

VOL. III., p. 230.-STONE PIPES.

Of red-stone (catlinite) pipes, Kalm says: "The Indians commonly value a
pipe of this kind as much as a piece of silver of the same size ; and sometimes
they make it still dearer."'

Pierre a Calunis.-This is the French name of a stone disposed in strata
between the lime-slate, and of which they make all the tobacôo pipe-heads.-inhe
country... ..... When the stone is long exposed to the open air, or h~eat

v

* This is a form of promise made quite frequently by Mr. Peter Kalm in his three volumes, but which
he seldom keeps. In this case he does not.

t As *tis comes in without a break in the paragraph relating to the Oneidas, it appears at first to refer
to hem only; but'no doubt it is intended to include al the representatives of the three tribes mentioned.
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of the sun, it gets a yellow color; but in the inside it is grey.* It is a limestone
of such compactness that its particles are not distinguishable to the-naked eye.
It is pretty soft, and will bear cutting with a knife. From this quality the
people likeW'ise judge of the goodness of the stone for tobacco pipe heads, for the
hard pieces of it are not so fit for use as the softer ones... ... Ail the
tobacco pipe-heads, which the common people in Canada make use of, are made
of this stone, and are ornamented in different ways. A great part of the gentry
likewise makè use of them, especially when they are on a journey. The Indian..
have entployed this stone for the sane purposes forseveral ages past, and have
taught it to the Europeans. The. heads of the tobacco pipes are naturally of a
pale grey color; but they are blackened whilst they are quite new, to make them
look better. They cover the head all over with grease, and hold it over a burning
candle, or any other .fire, by which means it gets a good black color, which is
increased by frequent use. The tubes of the pipes are always made.of wood.t

*In the Quebec group there are several of the series described as "grey limestone conglomerate,
weathers to a brownish color, and is probably dolomitic."-Geology of Canada, -. 863; pp. 227-8.

tIn the Archaeological Museum, Toronto. there are sofne specimens of limestone pipes, both colored
and uncolored., Several excellent tubes (not pipe stems) are also made of a fine light grey limestone, re-
sembling German lithographic stone. The yellow or brownish effect of exposure may be seen on one or
two of them.

Huron-Iroquois skull.
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